






















As the sun sets over Clemson University, so ends another day leaving us with ne\
memories. We look toward the horizon to see a glimpse ofwhat might come
with the next rising sun, hoping our future looks bright. After the
events of the past year set their place in our hearts and on our
minds, we, the Clemson Tigers, will rise as the country
did on September 11, 2001 to show the world that
we will stand up to any obstacle that comes
times, had our laughs and our cries, and
have become stronger people. The
world before us is unknown, but our
spirit, hope, and pride will take us
to the limit. We have joined to-
dents, but as citizens of this
nation, and we will take our
place as members of this
world. We will create a life i
that is more tolerant, more J
determined, and more
open-minded than that of
the world we live in now.
As a school we sing our
Alma Mater, as a nationwe
sing our pledge: ourprom-
ise to each other to remain
free, brave, and strong.
OPENINf
- bryK koKonrmJik
These virtues cannot be taken from us. We will stand tall and proud at the moment of
judgement, just as we did in September. Rallying together to raise relief
funds for cities that were so far away, it seemed like a different
world to some; for others it was their home soil. Learning to
be compassionate with fellow classmates in their time
of need was not a hard task for the Clemson com-
munity to handle. There were shoulders to cry
on, ears to listen, and arms to comfort. We
have grown up so much since we started
here at Clemson with the friends and
loves we had and lost, triumphant
athletic events, clubsand organiza-
tions, and of course the entertain-
ment brought to us by the me-
dia groups, all making us feel
like part of a family. Our
memories are plentiful and
they will stay with us al-
ways. With every rising
sun, we will look Beyond
the Horizons to search for
something great. We will
stand tall and proud on
allwehaveaccomplished
.
We are Clemson Tigers






b€\jdKCl n. -That which is
unknown or unexplored.
Eachand everyday theClemson
student body went above and
beyond the expectations of the
university Theyshowed in their
own ways that they would not
be keptwithin theirboundaries.
We experiencednew things and
went out of our way to help
others in a time of need.
OPENING
yj &r*o
kffriZOK n. -The range of one's
knowledge, experience, or interest.
With the help of family, peers, and educa-
tors,Clemsonstudentswentbeyond their
horizons in search of answers, informa-
tion, and compassion. Notknowingwhat
the future had in store for us, we joined
together to expand our horizons. We
lookedbeyond the color, race,and gender
of our fellow students to understand the





Sitting in the amphitheater, fresh
men enjoy the atmosphere ol the
firstnight oi theircollege life Eai h
Btudent had the opportunity to
meet other freshmen and realize
ih.it the) wort' not alone in this
now journey in their life.
For the incoming class of 2005, the
first taste of what college life was
going to be like was experienced dur-
ing First Night. The freshmen were greeted by
UPAC and RHA giving out prizes and t-shirts, the
local downtown restaurants handing out free
samples to get the students' taste buds hooked, and
three great bands playing in the amphitheater. The
stage in front of the reflection pond fountains cre-
ated a memorable scene while they listened to Back
Yard Green, Big Sky, and Blue Dogs play. This event
was just one of many opportunities for the students
and community members to enjoy what Clemson
had to offer. Here at Clemson we prided ourselves
on first impressions, and felt that the first impres-
sion is a lasting one. What betterway to conclude the
memorable first day of college life than to spend it at
First Night?
~ bryn h. smith
rasting the samples from Ancheaux's,
these two students gel to know what
they will ho inning during those late
study hours [ he food was provided by
thedowntown restaurants Each estab-
lishment had the opportunity to intro-
duce its specialties to the students
Playing in the amphitheater is ,1 gro.it
w.n tor bands to start their following.
Big Sky (above) started out in I lorida
and Backyard Green (below i w as rooted
in Clemson Both hands hung around
after their performances to speak to
some of theirnew tans it certainly was
a great chance to meet new people
Teaching the Clemson count to the
freshmen class, the Ambassadors are
joined with Student Body President
Gary Kirby and President Barker on
the stage in the amphitheater. It took
only a couple times for the group to
join in with those alumni tigers that
shared the day at Kick off Clemson.
Clemson and the President's
Picnic. No other place makes you
feel more pride and spirit than
Clemson University.
It
was just the beginning of a
new school year for some, but
for the incoming freshman
class, it was a new journey. Kick-
off Clemson began as the Ambas-
sadors led the Cadence Count, a
cheer the students would hear
time and again at sporting events
and other activities throughout
their college experience. Special
guests at Kickoff Clemson in-
cluded graduates of the class of
1955, commemorating 50 years
since their freshman year at Clem-
son. After a brief history of the
university was shared with the
students in the amphitheater, the
members of the 1955 class led the
walk to the President's House for
the annual picnic.
~ bryn h. smith
1Q.
STUDENT LIFE
Vbove Posing in fronl <>i theii firs!
the freshmen basketball re< nut- \s ere intro-
duced to the studentbod) at Kick Off ( lem-
m>ii \<i st.i^i- freight tor these bo) -
tiling for thej had .1 tough season ahead
I eft Making their mark, these students
signed the banner .it the President's house
tn make themselves a pari ol < lemson In--
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KICKOFF CLEMSON
No better way to say
It
was the beginning of another
school year, and everyone was
worn out from another move-in
day. They didn't have much time to
rest because the Week of Welcome was
soon to begin. It was a time of fun,
entertainment, food, and fellowship.
The most exciting part of the year's
celebration was the annual Welcome
Back Festival. Yet again, this year's fes-
tival proved a success. Many local ven-
dors came out to show off their goods
and services, and students took full
advantage of their hospitality. The Rally
Cats and Clemson Cheerleaders also
appeared to get the crowd pumped for
the upcoming year. They brought
smiles to all by leading the crowd in the
traditional C-L-E-M-S-O-N cheer. Lo-
cal radio station B93.7FM, sponsored
the event and held raffles on the main
stage. Students eagerly waited to hear
if they had won prizes, such as tickets
to the approaching Train concert. With
hundreds of people crowding down-
town, it was plain to see that everyone
was having fun!
~ dionna hendrix
Kicking off another new school year, the annual Welcome
Back Festival invited the community to come out and see
what downtown had to offer. The street was crowded with
merchants, students, and community members with chil-





Hiking down upon the crowd, it was apparent that
e whole town was enjoying the festivities. The
emson family came together and celebrated the
gining of the year with food, fun, and Clemson
adition.
Crowding the streets in front of Tiger I owns patio ail
Todaro Pizza, the Clemson community found thai there w as
something for everyone. Along with music and entertain-




Meeting between their dorms, these freshmen fe-
males from Lever and freshmen males from Byrnes,
go for their first meal at Schiletter with their R.A.'s.
These gatherings provided wonderful opportunities
to meet other new students, especially for the fist few
weeks of school.
c arrying box after K.r. parents and studenl
cm «-a .1 hoi and sunnj move in day Once everything
was< rammed into the rooms, students hungaround the
lobbj introducing themselves to other stude I
dons heard throughout tin- ii.i\ included "W
you from?" and "What's \<>ur major?"
ffl
^ove-in day means lots and lots of traffic,
confusion, chaos, and of course, freshmen.
.For freshmen, move-in day brought many
different things: excitement, fear, possibilities, new
friends, and freedom were only a few of the sentiments
iey felt. Move-in day was the first day of life away
from mom and dad for most of the students. Moving
out had both advantages and disadvantages. There
were no parents telling students where not to go, or to
be home at a certain time. On the other hand, that
freedom also meant no more home-cooked meals ev-
ery night. Students weren't the only ones going through
a big change, however. Parents also went through a
barrage of different feelings on move-in day, from
frustration at the traffic and sadness of saying good-
bye to their babies. Once they finally arrived, many
students found that the dorms were a bit smaller than
they expected. But somehow they still managed to
pack them with more stuff than will ever be needed in
nine months. After hours of packing, carrying boxes,
and unpacking, somehow the roomswere transformed
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ships did u<>i k \h and
Mrs Barkei were hij^h
school sweethearts
Dating in college did riot
always consist of
exotic love scenes from ro-
mantic movies. Many students who had
no money and no car became creative when
taking out their dates. Picnics in the Botanical Gardens or
simply taking a walk through campus were popular choices
that didn't require much cash. Many freshmen left campus
every weekend to visit high school sweethearts at other
schools, but as the year progressed, most of those relation-
ships faded off as they began to meet new people in their
classes, activities, and parties. Despite all odds, some of
those couples decided to stay together and stick with the
long distance relationship. It was difficult when you were
so far away from your significant other and trying to have
fun, not knowing what your other half was doing or who
they were meeting. Times had changed, and dating was
not as easy as it used to seem. The lucky ones kept their
relationship going, and the rest could only hope to find
that one special person.
~ brvn h. smith & drew france
rjeC
Watching .1 mov ie .it the Astro
w.is .1 i heap Favorite tor some
couples after grabbing .1 bite to
eat.
Sitting .ind having .1 picnic in
the Botanical Gardens was one
ofthehotdate spotsoncampus
Here couples could enjoy the
beautiful and romantic atmo-
sphere
I njoj ing .1 night in w ras also .1
favorite. You could order pizza
and pick up a mm ie from the





Relaxing at Myrtle Beach, friends Lacy
Blanchard, Leslie Gardner, and
Stephanie Floyd enjoyed a summer in
the sun. Summer at the beach was
spent shopping or tanning in the sun,
at night you could explore the clubs
and bars.
urnmen
Whether relaxing at the beach, travel-
ing, or working hard at school or a job,
students enjoyed the summer season.
For most students, summerwas a time to relax. Al-
though some students stuck
to the grind and attended sum-
mer school, others took the three
month vacation to do things they
had been putting off. Travel was
a popular activity, with destina-
tions around the U.S. and world.
Senior Quyen Nguyen went to
Vietnam to see her family and
conduct research. Junior Matt
Poole also combined travel and
study by attending geology field
camp in Italy. To fund their trips
and the next semester of college,
many students found jobs. Re-
gardless of the activity, students












„ couTtwy lpri%fl Hulils
Left Making theii waj thn
rheresa( hilds, Matthew Smalls, and <
( [ark pose for a picture downtown Dionna
I [endrix (above) joins them as the] tr.iw-lt»>
t anada and visit a ( oasl Guard ship in
Maine Below Greg Darleyand DallasGlass
ship at < Irand I eton National Park on then
12-daj road trip l he) covered thi





During the night of August 30th,
Littlejohn Coliseum was alive
and rocking with the sounds of
Train's Drops ofJupiter Tour. Opening with
She's On Fire, lead singer Pat Monahan belted
out every note with soul and passion.
Monahan, along with the other talented
members of Train, performed Respect, It's
About You, and other hits from their second
album Drops of Jupiter. In addition to their
new songs, Train sang the all-time favorite,
Meet Virginia, to a roaring crowd. The group
also covered Led Zepplin's Ramble On, and
Cheap Trick's / Want You to Want Me, to the
delight of the audience. The highlight of the
concert was of course, the performance of
Drops of Jupiter. Despite some of the audi-
ence leaving after the song, Train put on a
great show with two encores. Opening up
for Train was the regional favorite Jump
Little Children. Combining guitars, accordi-
ons, harmonicas, and a bass, the band
churned out sweet melodies from both past
albums and their newly released album,
Vertigo. On this one summer night Littlejohn
was home to two great bands and an enter-
taining show that were highlights of the
semester.
, e .
1. reeves & t. spain
During an incredible drum solo, drummer Scott
Underwood shows off his talent to fans at Littlejohn
Coliseum. Underwood's solo was one of the highlights of
the evening.
STUDENT LIFE
umming out notes on his beloved guitar, Tram's
d guitarist Jimmy Stafford provides the rhythm
one of the band's many hits. Rock songs are often
r'ined by lead guitar solos.
Adding even more to the music, the stage was an arraj oi
lights and backgrounds throughout each song. 1 Hiring "Mis-
sissippi," the stage had the theme ol a n\er including the






On August 31, 2001, Brooke Woodell was announced as Miss First Friday. "I wasso overwhelmed with excitement, and I felt honored that the student body voted
on me," commented Brooke. She was a senior in Speech and Communications,
from Fort Mill, South Carolina. Brooke took advantage of the many opportunities to
become involved on campus. She was a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority, who
sponsored her for the competition, as well as Blue Key National Honour Society, Golden
Key Honor Society, Deans Council of Students, Association for Women in Communica-
tions, and IPTAY. In her spare time, Brooke enjoyed dancing, clogging, performing
volunteer work, and collecting turtles. Brooke's favorite things about Clemson were "the
many organizations and opportunites available for students to get involved, and espe-
cially being part of the tiger pride." In return, Clemson University was honored to have




Standing along the side of Highway 93 in Clemson, a
croud formed to watch the excitment of the First
Friday Parade. Students and community members
alike strained their ears to hear the first movement of
the parade, usually starting with the band marching
down the street, followed by Central Spirit. Many
organizations participated and showed their school
spirit while cheering down the street. Everyone knew
that when First Friday came along, the streets would
be full of orange, marking the start of football season.
\jmlm
i heering Btarted the 1 irsl I ridaj Para
phitheatei As the organizations gathered togethei t<>
compete i>>r the most spirit, tin- t heerleaders and
Rally ( .its stood i>n st.iK<- w ith antw ipation <>t what
w.is planned i>" the <.i.» % rhe most memorable mo-
ment ol First 1 rni.i\ 2001 was when oneol the<
leaders proposed ti> Ins girlfriend
uu • tlljJJ
HT l imm— «H VM
^S^B l\ jS-*±
VWiTi t ipfc
i or the annual First Friday Parade, everytl
~H was planned to take place the usual way. Sorori
ties and fraternities, along with other organiza-
tions, would walk or drive down the road showing off
theirnew members and floats, while chanting their cheers
to show their school spirit. About an hour before the
parade was scheduled to start, the sky grew black and no
lew what to expect. Fortunately for all involved, the
clouds parted right before the scheduled starting time
and the parade took place as planned, followed by the
pep-rally in the amphitheater. President and Mrs. Barker
drove down the road waving to the crowd to kick off our
First Friday Parade in anticipation of our first football
game against Central Florida University. Many organiza-
tions joined in, including the Sports Car and Bike Clubs,
revving their engines as they drove down the road. No
fall semesterwould be the same without this annual event
to commemorate the first football game of the season. The
Pep-Rally included all of the normal cheering and danc-
ingby the Cheerleaders and Rally Cats, but this year there
was one additional event: one of the male cheerleaders




















Marching in unison, the I igiw Band
marched down to the field before
every game. When the weather
star inl to get cooler, the band had
,i different beat to their musi<
[heir heavy uniforms had them
struggling to stay cool during the
heated afternoon games.
As the cannon firedand players ran
down the field, the Ti-
ger Band contributed to "the
most exciting twenty-five seconds
in college football" with the tune of Tiger
Rag. The band had more than two hundred members,
but not all of them played instruments. The flagline
and baton twirler performed with the band as w ell.
The group showed dedication through grueling all-
day practices in the August heat to prepare for foot-
ball season. The band's performances included a rock
show, with songs like )wnpiby Van Halen and Jou rne\ 's
Any Way You Want It, and a Beatles show featuring
Hey Jude and Can't Bui/Me Love. But Tiger Band wasn't
done when football season ended-some members
played during basketball season as well. On the court
or on the field, "The Song that Shakes the Southland"
wouldn't be the same without Tiger Band!
~ drew trance
Keeping the beat, the drumline
bringsup therearofthe rigei Band
[he band worked hard .ill year to
perfect their halftime show [he)
also put on .1 gre.it show before the
football game, lust watching them
march dow n the roadsbefore ku k-
dit gets the crowd pumped tor the
game.
Practicing in the shade, members
of the band remove their hats to
cool off before sitting through the
long football game I he band took
part in main events, playing our
favorite Clemson tunes
Preparing for the long but exciting
day ahead, many tailgaters got to their
spaces early to begin setting out food.
Tailgaters made packing a picnic
unch an artform by bringing mini
grills, cookers, and tents.
ailqate:
smells of chicken, sounds of Tiger Rag,
and the sight of rowdy fans in Clemson
lets you know it's time to play.
over the years the traditionfof tailgating became aneven bigger part of the
Clemson football experience than
the game itself. Thousands of
people stormed the small town of
Clemson every season and brought
with them the smell of food, gal-
lons of beer, and sometimes even
the kitchen sink! Fans came from
all over the nation to join in the
festivities. They journeyed from as
far away as Montana and Colo-
rado and stayed for days at a time
in order to get the best spot. There
were even competitions for the
most outrageous and creative tail-
gating spot. No matter their loca-
tion, everyone had a great time




Waiting for the festivities to begin, this Clemson fan sits in anticipation. Tailgaters found new and
creative ways to pack up their food and belongings each week. They also found interesting ways





Tigerama, sponsored by Blue Key and WSBF,
proved to be the "Greatest Show on Earth."
Completing this year's circus theme, tigers,
elephants, snakes, and monkeys roamed the petting
zoo outside the stadium. Jane Robelot, Coach Larry
Shyatt, and DJ Big Mo served as Masters of Cer-
emony. Disguised as clowns, the Clemson Univer-
sity Sky Diving Team made a dramatic entrance
parachuting into Death Valley. Chaos erupted as the
clowns fought off the tigers and chased them around
the field. Next, the crowd was dazzled with perfor-
mances by student organizations including the Pres-
byterian Student Association, Zeta Tau Alpha, and
Sigma Nu. Some of the skits featured freak shows
starring otherACC schools' mascots like the Tarheel,
Terapin, and Gamecock. Tigeroar sang several songs
from their new album , and the Rally Cats performed






Homecoming Queen for the 2001-2002
year was crowned during Tigerama.
Brandi Cooley, representingZeta Beta Tau,
wasnamed Homecoming Queen. She par-
ticipated in several pageants and was ac-
tive in other organizations. The runners
up included Kimberly Qreene, Hannah
Hopkins representingKappa Alpha Theta,
all of the contestants. At that pageant, the
number of contestants was narrowed to ten
finalists. The student body voted on the re-
maining finalists, selecting the girl they
would like to represent them as Homecom-
ing Queen. The Queen's Court paraded
around the stadium in brand new Ford Mus-
tangs during the halftime show of the Home-








From the time many freshmen girls enter the gates of Clemson University, theydream of being the Homecoming Queen. The Homecoming Queen of any univer-
sity became the one young woman who represented what the university stood for
and embodied character, morale, and school spirit. The Homecoming Queen of Clemson
University was no different. This year, Brandi Cooley was announced our queen at the
annual Tigerama festival, and again at the Homecoming game. "\ was totally shocked. I
wasn't expecting it at all," she said. The look of excitement and surprise told the fans how-
happy she was to be our new queen. Brandi, a junior majoring in marketing, represented
Clemson University for the entire year, appearing at social functions and other events.
She was no stranger to being on stage, as she had appeared in other pageants, including
the Miss South Carolina Pageant, but said this award meant the most to her because she






The Greatest Show On Earth wasthe theme to this year's Home-
coming celebration, and school
spirit definitely helped to illustrate it
even more. Leading up to the weekend,
Bowman Field was cluttered with
chicken wire, tissue paper, and scraps of
wood before the finished floats were
ready for judging on game day. Many
students volunteered their time and ef-
fort in order to create the extravagant
floats. In the end, Sigma Nu captured
first prize with their rendition of a circus
act including an out of control
Volkswagon Beetle and flying tigers on
the trapeze. Lambda Chi Alpha took
second prize with their construction of a
circus tent, and Fellowship of Christian
Athletes won third place with a tiger-
driven train. Of course, Homecoming
would not have been complete without
the annual building of the Habitat House.
Students and community volunteers
worked for two weeks in order to finish
this year's house. When all was said and
done, the greatest show on earth was






iffing and restuffing bits of tissue paper, Working together to complete the framework, these fraternity members spent long hours
s fraternity member puts the finishing finishing the floats. The organizations labored over ideas for each float and planned them out
iches on his organization's float. The to the last detail. Every fraternity member helped out with the making of the floats.
at contest always signified the coming of
e of the biggest games of the year.
37
HOMECOMING
Glancing into a dorm room can give insight ir
the everyday lives of its residents. Clemson 1 loi
ing allows students to have their own persoi
space to call home. From couches to Laz-E-Boys
inflatable chairs, furniture is the fashion of coi
fort in campus housing. Anything students c
ind, afford, or steal from their parents, is shov
into the tiny rooms to make it feel more like hon
Posters, day-glo tapestries and even glowing st;
can be found in any room on or off campus. The
items declare the interests of students in movi












Alongside these wel< on
telephoneskeep students ( onne< ted intheii rooms •.% id
tin- world, and ii><- pizza parloi downtown that sati I
. ra\ Ing al tun in tin- morning
Strumming in- guitai I • itudent
\lu hael Quarin, relieves stress bj doing something • •
man) students find tun.- i<> ) i inside <•< out <>f
theii vli 'im i mini', iii theii roommates can stand it) ai
onemaked sure to relax insomewaj >> anothei I >\ 1
1
and ever) gaming console imaginable kept ti»- entertainmenl






lis year, Clemson offered students plenty of housing
choices. With the addition of two new living quarters,
. Clemson had twenty residence halls, including three
_ tment complexes and Clemson House. The new West
Campus Housing was home to 360 students, mostly upper-
classmen. The dorm was made up of suites shared by four
people, and was also co-ed by floor. Another addition to the
Clemson campus, the East Campus Apartments, was com-
pleted this summer. Thecomplex provided anew and unique
housing alternative for students. Although the new housing
was a privilege for some, it didn't mean that the older and
smaller dorms did not give students a nice and comfortable
home away from home. At Clemson, most students had to
get creative with the limited space most dorms provided.
Lofts were popular in the Shoeboxes, and other students
placed their beds on cement blocks in order to create more
storage space underneath them. Walls were covered with
posters, pictures, and tapestries in order to give the room a
unique and homey appearance. Of course, the most impor-
tant decoration in any dorm or apartment was the Clemson






dynamic appearance. I his
wasjustone ol themanj steps
toward the god ofbecoming
a Top 20 university.
Standing strong,HardinHall
awaits its remn ation. Stu-
dents watched in awe as tins
historic building was rebuilt
trom the inside out.
Over the past couple of
years, Clemson's cam-
pus has undergone
quite a few face-lifts. The sounds
of hammers, fork lifts, and trucks ech-
oed across campus. Last year's addition of
new dorms paved the way toward the long-awaited
destruction of Johnstone. The Biotechnology Complex
sprung up across from the Hendrix Center. Littlejohn
Coliseum boasted a new practice court and upgraded
training facilities. In addition, the Calhoun Mansion
was restored and revamped, but remained a historic
landmark of Clemson University. Students watched as
Hardin, one of the oldest buildings on campus, was
gutted and rebuilt from the inside out while the origi-
nal brick walls remained standing. Although the noise
and changing traffic patterns tested the students' nerves,
the end results were sure to prove the construction
worthwhile.
~ amanda caldwell
Displaying die markings of
the original chemistr) build-
ing, Hardin Hall reminds us
of Clemson's histor\ (. on-
struction workers carefullj
maneuvered to presen e such
pieces
Winding to the top, the stair-
well ot the new Biotechnol-
Ogj building adds a modern
look to campus This facdlit)
also housed a greenhouse
complex to be used tor obser-
vation and research.
lllklleu
Posing in front of their fraternity let-
ters, these members of TKE showed
their pride before a football game.
Being a part of a fraternity meant
spending time tailgating with your
brothers before football games.
Recruitment
^ and accepting a bid from a fraternity or
sorority and knowing that you are now
part of something truly special.
The onset of the school yearbrought a flurry of activity
to Clemson's Greek commu-
nity. Recruitment, more commonly
known as Rush, was an exciting time
in Greek life as each sorority and
fraternity entertained their potential
members. The nine sororites hosted
a week of themed rush parties while
each of the twenty-one fraternities
sponsored more casual parties called
"smokers." The events gave those
rushing a glimpse into the excite-
ment of Greek life. Those who de-
cided to "go Greek" found great plea-
sure in joining for various reasons.
For some, it was the friendships and
the social aspects that drew them in,
while others benefitted from the






Hear the roar of the
With their silly antics and huge
smiles, the Tiger and Tiger
Cub always seemed to steal
the spotlight no matter where they went.
The football field, the baseball games,
and even the President's house weren't
safe from their floppy feet and furry
tails. The original Tiger mascot came on
the scene in 1954, and his sidekick, the
Tiger Cub, was introduced in 1993. Since
then, they have entertained children,
parents, and fans at every major sport-
ing event and special occasion. They
welcomed freshmen at the President's
picnic, performed push-ups for every
point scored in football games, intimi-
dated all opposing teams' mascots, and
gave hugs to everyone in sight. Each
year the Clemson tradition of spirit,
pride, and fun was kept alive through
this dynamic duo, and this year was no
exception. At every turn, the Tiger and
Tiger Cub were performing for Clemson
fans and students. These entertaining
mascots helped to keep spirits high by
doing what they do best: being Clemson
Tigers!
~ dionna hendrix
Grinning from ear to ear, the Tiger presents President
Barker with a copy of the 2001 yearbook at the President's
Picnic. The Tiger spent the entire day at the Kickoff
Clemson festivities entertaining kids, students, and the
community. There was nothing that the Tiger wouldn't
do for the Clemson family and its traditions.
STUDENT LIFE
n*cvtm
>s.ng together at the Welcome Back Festival, the Holding a sign at last j ear's Clemson vs. US( came, the I iger
ger and Tiger Cub show their camaraderie as well shows his spirit for rivalry. I he riger was constantlj creating
their school spirit. The Tiger and Tiger Cub could neu . and invontlvt, ways ot getting tln . lTim d to lts fee, <1IU ,
•seen at every sporting event energizing the crowd keeping the tans in the game.




, M1 ij 111 g the sunny summer da)
,
Btudentsand community members
take advantage ot the events
planned by I PA< l he Welcome
li.uk c amival had games, prizes
and even a table sel up to make
wax hands
Would you like to^
learn how to per :
form a Swedish mas-"-
sage?How aboutCPR or shag danc-
ing? These are just a few of the classes
offered through UPAC, the Union Programs
and Activities Council. Eight committees worked together
to bring these and many other events to campus. The Films
and VideoCommittee provided free advance movie screen-
ings in Tillman Auditorium and McKissick Theatre. Vari-
ous comedians, celebrities, and intellectuals were invited
to speak to the students by the Lecture Committee. The
Excursion Committee planned various shopping and ad-
venture trips for weekends and breaks, while the Music
and More Committee arranged for bands to perform on
campus. With the help of these and other committees,
UPAC provided many fun and exciting ways for students
to learn new things and enjoy themselves throughout the
Planning events was a tough
job, especial h when you plan
t hese events fori 7,000 studc-nK
I he L rrion Programs Activities
Councilhasalwaysdone a great
joboforganizingconcerK--hort
courses, and other programs for
the students to participate in.
Enjoying the events, students
took part in the programs. Those
that worked w ith L PAC along
withthe restofthestudentbod)
always had opportunities to en-




Making sure the details haven't been
overlooked, Tiger staff members Jo-
seph Godsey, Bo Gillooly, Holli
Armstrong, and Eric Stone check the
week's paper before submitting it to
the printer. The Tiger staff members
stayed up all night to prepare the
paper for the students to pick up on
Friday morning.
The Tiger
Staying up late on Wednesday
nights, the Tiger never fails to
keep us informecN
Into the wee hours of Wednes-
day nights, The Tiger staff
could be found up in their of-
fice, busy preparing the week's
paper. They were present at all
Clemson sporting events and had
first-hand information on current
issues-not only on campus, but
around the world. Editor-in-Chief
Mackie All explained, "The Tiger's
goal was to speak on behalf of the
student body. I've always made
every effort to provide the fairest,
most accurate point of view. " The
staffand other contributors added
to this effort by asking students'
opinions on parking, construction,
and other campus issues. The Ti-





Vbove Writing for the latest issue oi / ; /*
riger,Shobhana Kirtanepoursoverhercopj
In make sure her words .ire (H-rlii t
l eft ( ondu( ting the weeklj meeting
I ditor-in ( hiel Mackie All. finishes hei
thought In'tiirt' turning the st.wt members
loose to finish the papei
Below I inding the right negative, Photog-
raphy Editor I )an ( lonzalez pic ks the pei








its sixth year of operation, Clemson
Cable Network was Clemson' s on-cam-
pus television broadcasting network. It was
entirely student-run and could be found on Chan-
nel 10 of televisions across campus. CCN of-
fered students a wide array of entertainment, as
well as news and information.
A new addition to the CCN line-up was "CU Up
Late," hosted by general manager Rob Stewart.
This late-night variety show served up enter-
tainment as well as information. Episodes in-
cluded a feature on Greek life and a profile on
the annual Career Fair. The show offered stu-
dents an in-depth look at the current happenings
of Clemson without even leaving their dorm
rooms. A sports talk show and a news show
were also included in CCN's array of student
productions.
Additonally, CCN was responsible for airing
Clemson' s own dating game, "Tiger Love," as
well as trivia shows that pitted various organiza-
tions on campus against each other in battles of
knowledge. The station also showed current
movies, with 15 to 20 new titles every month.
Students enjoyed the entertainment and infor-
mation that CCN offered.
britta smith
Watching the week's show from the control booth, the
editor, general manager, technical directors, and other
members of CCN make sure their show is perfect. They




refully strumming out the solo, Warren Manly led
! band Cambradyne through one of their songs. The
nds at CCN could be heard taping throughout the
•ndrix Center, where CCN is located. Their broad-
St was seen across campus by most students.
Pumping out the sounds ofCU Up 1 ate, the band Cambradyne
performed live forCCN's late show.CL Up I atewas a program
that showcased local talent and gave the students of Clemson
University achance to seeandhear differentpeopleandsounds
CCN
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Setting up sound, playbacks and setlist, the staff
members of WSBF were constantly on alert. They
provided the school with an original sound all their
own. In addition to playing the music favorites, they











Reading the forecast ol musii to be played, on aii
personality Ryan< rendorl played his favorite songs
nn Ins show Ryan and others played the musk thai
ist influenced diem in theii lives rheir show s
reflet ted theii zany personalities,and sometimes the)
up to play the pari
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t Kecking over the smallest
detail, Editor Mark Mead
takes his job verj seriousl)
I he \ iews of the Observer
wore always carefullj pre




rived on campus, they were sur-
prised to discover two student news-
papers. However, the confusion ended there
because the two papers were so vastly different. The
Observer, the students' conservative answer to the norm,
burst onto the scene in 1993, and gave a voice to the
population's conservative followers. It was printed once
a month by the Seneca journal and distributed to any who
would read its pages. Editor Mark Mead said, "The Ob-
server offers alternative opinions that may otherwise not
see the light of day." They stayed up all night to prepare
each month's issue, laying out their design and preparing
paste-ups by hand. They got their ideas from campus
issues and promised to always inform the student body of
both sides of the story. ~ kaneesha brownlee
)nsvr\cr
Readingthe latestedition ol
thf Observer, Rob Rickey
scans forhis article. Robwas
the honorary "Member .it
I arge" of fhe< )bserva stafl
Entertaining the ( >fesei p«
crowd, Editor Mark Mead
takes charge of the meeting,
rhe Observei w.i^ always
welcomingnew members to
the stafl and thoughtofways
to entice newcomers.
I [elping his fellow Semantics mem-
ber check and recheck submissions,
Bobby Congdon enjoyed his job on
staff. The members reviewed and
selected the different articles for
inclusion.
Semantics:
^^^r A way for students to express them-
selves and show their true colors
Every semester, we saw
them - those boxes with
the crazy notes encourag-
ing students to grab their copy of
Semantics. Although published
only twice a year, the Semantics
staffworked hard from August to
April to publish Clemson's liter-
ary magazine. They wrote articles
and commentaries on campus
events throughout the year. Se-
mantics also collected photogra-
phy, short stories, poetry, and art-
work from students and compiled
a creative journal. Semantics was a
great way for students on campus
to express themselves and get their






Addressingthe torum, a sei
tor told the crowd about new
developments in Student
Government I he panel ol
students listened intent!) at
the speakers infoi med then
of the changes to come
Working together, the pane
i,\ iew iii important issue*
aboutourcampus.Group dis




was in full force again
this year as they passed
legislation, proposed resolu
tions to budget cuts, and imple-
mented service projects.
Student Senate convened weekly to discuss
bills concerning various aspects of student life. Plus/
minus grading and a final exam study day, were among
the hot topics of the meetings. In response to this year's
budget cuts, CUSG sent over sixty students to the state
capital to lobby for higher education funds. Clemson's
leaders invested a great deal of time and effort into
finding solutions to the stress placed on students by the
recent tuition increase. Student Government also orga-
nized Campus Sweep and Neat Street. These two service
projects involved the entire campus to keep Clemson
looking its finest. CUSG's ongoing projects included the
tutoring programs, the online syllabi collection, and the
Night Cat. ~ amanda caldwell
SpeakingtotheStudentSen-
ate, Studenl Bod} President
Gar) Kirb) addresses the
recent tuition changes I his
was one of the man) chal-
lenges facing the student
bod)
Conducting the weekl)
meeting, the Senate follows
Robert's Rules of Orders.
These formal procedures
pro\ ide orderand structure
to the meeting
Not only did the Clemson Players have hours of
homework and studying, but they spent endless time
in rehearsal. Many of the students were exposed to all
elements of producing a play such as playwriting,
designing, and management.
Life on
ombining talent, experience, and fun, Clemson
Players began in 1964 with an enthusiastic group
of Clemson students. Today, the Clemson Players
picaily put on two mainstage productions each semes-
ter. Clemson Players also held a workshop of new play
readings and even had one production during the sum-
mer. This active group consisted of about forty members,
Actingwith expression helped make theClemson Play
its' production "i Mu eum .< success Studenl
tors, and > ommunity volunteers pul in man) hours to
make th<- plaj .1 hit \m the audience
Wearing clothes pins, these at tuis used bod) i
to help portray the emotion in this act During these
theatrical productions, every movement portrayed the
mood dtul tone oi the si ene
trrent auditions. Not only did the students display actin
skills, but they also were encouraged to get involved in all
aspects of the production process. In addition to the su-
perb acting that the audience enjoyed, students helped
with playwriting, designing, management, construction,
and sometimes directing the production. Before each play,
both the students and directors put in long hours to perfect
their art. Rehearsals usually took place for four to five
weeks prior to the production. During these weeks, the
members met five nights a week for three hours. Trying to
balance the tasks of Clemson Players and classes was a
challenge that all members faced during the season. Even
though certain times were difficult, each production was




February 12th, 2002 was rHE night to remember. rheMardi
Grasesque celebration of Hger Gras had a C lemson flail
that brought in many students and communit) meml
As the night went on, the courtyard of the University I nion
became a sea of people singing along with bands that headlined
the evening. Starting offthe night, rheClarks from Pennsylvania
rocked the crowd with a mix of their hits. Man) students were
already tans of the band and were thrilled that they came all the
way down to Clemson for Tiger Gras. \ttor The Clarks left the
crowd wanting more, local favorite Dezeray's Hammer took the
stage. Formerly known as Albert I lill, this band had a huge fan
base in the Upstate. Lead singer Aaron Whisnant, melted the
hearts of the audience as he sang "Not Above You" and "If You
Don't Know." The band also performed their new release "Never
Walk Away." Both the band and the fans were happy to be in
Clemson for the exciting Tiger Gras celebration. As the night
continued, singer/songwriter John Mayer made his Clemson
debut much to the excitement of his fans. Mayer, a Georgia native,
started the evening with an informal meet and greet with a tew
lucky fans and media personnel. John posed for pictures, signed
autographs, and even autographed a guitar. While on stage, he
entertained the sea of thousands with his sexy lyrics and real
world themes, especially during "Wonderland" and "No Such
Thing." He ended the night-long party with his hit "Neon" with
a huge roar from the crowd. Whether you were dancing in front
of the stage or enjoying a beer downstairs at Edgar's, Tiger Gras
was a celebration that showcased incredible talent and brought
topnotch entertainment to Clemson. Without all of the dedicated
members of UPAC and TigerPaw Productions, Tiger Gras would
not have come together and given students and music fans the
opportunity to see such big names right here at home.
-laura reeves
Enjoying the music and the festivities in the courtyard ol the old student union, communit} members
along with students enjoyed the musical sty lings of Dezeray's I la miner, fohn Mayerand 1 he( larks I cod
was supplied by Ancheaux's of downtown Clemson, and promotional items were i;i\ en bj local vendors.
The lower courts ard was filled with patrons of Edgar's, the I niversit) bar, making it tee! likebeing in New




The Miss Clemson 2001 crownwent to Erin Taylor from Co
lumbia, South Carolina. She
was a junior majoring in Speech and
Communications. For the pageant,
she was sponsored by her sorority,
Zeta Tau Alpha. The Miss Clemson
pageant consisted of a talent perfor-
mance, an interview, and a formal
wear competition. Erin sparkled in a
red evening gown while singing a
beautiful opera piece. During the in-
terview, she was asked, "What is the
one thing in the world you would
like to change?" Erin replied by want-
ing to do something about the vio-
lence in schools. Erin was "thrilled
to death" to win the crown and felt
honored to be able to representClem-
son University. She was also a former
Miss Camden and has had the op-
portunity to compete in the Miss
South Carolina pageant as well. Dur-
ing her reign as Miss Clemson, she
has participated in several campus
events and even sang the national
anthem at various sporting events.
She was a Clemson University
Singer, a member of IPTAY and
Omicron Delta Kappa, and a volun-
teer in the Big Brother/Big Sister
program. She was extremely in-
volved in her sorority, ZTA, inwhich
she served as president this past year.
Erin enjoyed singing, spending time
with friends and family, and going
to the beach. Erin felt extremely grate-
ful to be chosen as Miss Clemson,





Making the Dream a Reality
' artin Luther King Jr., although he never knew it, had more of an
impact on this nation, civil rights and the equalization of all people than many
-before or after him. The students, faculty, and staff of Clemson University recognized
his numerous achievements with a celebration during the weeks of January 9-21. This year,
members of Alpha Phi Alpha, the Minority Council, and the Martin Luther King Enhancement
Committee planned and organized the march, activities, and other events celebrating the life and
work of Dr. King. The weeks dedicated to Dr. King saw oratorical and poster contests, a book sale,
and a storytelling hour for children. On Tuesday, January 15, 2002, the MLK Commemorative
March took place. Many students, teachers, community members, and faculty met at the Military
Heritage Plaza to take part in a Pre-March rally. Then at 5:00 the group joined hands, linked arms,
and marched to the Brooks Center - a small homage to the march that Dr. King and other civil
rights leaders made during the turbulent times of the Civil Rights Movement. This year, Dr. David
Levering Lewis was the featured speaker at the commemorative service. He wrote a historical
biography on Dr. King and was a two-time Pulitzer Prize winner. "Making the Dream a Reality,"
the theme for this year's occasion, was an encompassing idea that was realized with an MLK
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Watching as the United States was
attacked by terrorists, eyes could not
be torn away from the television.
planes crashed into theTwin Towers
and the Pentagon. It certainly never
crossed anyone's mind that the tow-
ers would fall, but terror rose again
as they came crashing down in New
York City. It created a powerful black
cloud of smoke that filled the sky-
line. As people fled the buildings,
trying to get as far away as possible,
others watched in horror with tears
streaming down their faces.
ledom itself was attacked t
Ling by a faceless coward, an
_feedom will be defended."
- President George W. Bush
n September 11, 2001 the nation awoke to
'terror. This was a day that would not soon be
forgotten. Terrorists attacked us on ourown soil
and put fear in the hearts of Americans. The World Trade
Center in New York City and the Pentagon in Washing-
ton, DC were destroyed by hijacked planes. This attack
brought the country together in an unprecedented way.
As the day went on, there was a silence as everyone
walked around campus; no one knew how to react. As
the students and faculty members who were directly
affected tried to reach their loved ones, those who could
not relate tried to comfort them. Across the country,
candlelight services for those lost were held to bring
people together and to comfort them in a time of mourn-
ing. The nation rose together; our spirit, pride and hope
made us stronger, and we stood up to the world to show
that we would not be broken. These attacks were not
only on landmarks of our country, but to some, they
represented the heart and soul of our nation.





pounded again on Bowman field
with the building of the eighth annua
Habitat for Humanity house.
Homecoming: pageants,
floats, Parents' Week-
end, and the Habitat for
Humanity house. This year
marked the eighth annual Habi-
tat for Humanity build on Bow-
man field. Students gathered to
support the cause by providing
their time and effort to build an
entire house in two weeks. Stu-
dent organizations lent their la-
bor in one-hour shifts and volun-
teered to guard the house through
the night. Habitat for Humanity
donated the houses to those in
need, enabling those who could
not afford a house the opportu-






\hd\ e Relaxing .iiu-r nailing the sul
students stood to examine and i ritique the
final tou< hi's
l ill Admiring the outside <.i the house,
students began to prepare tor mo\ ing day
Below ( on< entrating on the i orret t siding
measurement, students were responsible




I just gotta be me...
Self-expression came in so
many forms and fashions. The
way we dressed, body piercings, tat-
toos, different hair styles, andhow we spoke
all projected views of ourselves and the
world around us. Many people expressed
themselves with body art and piercings
because they wanted to tell the world they
marched to the beat of a different drum, but
some just wanted to rebel against their
parents or society. "I just wanted to do
everything my mama told me not to," com-
mented Katie Hennesey. She expressed her
carefree attitude by having a tongue ring,
eyebrow piercing, belly tattoo and belly
button ring, among others. A new favorite,
nipple piercings,became popular withboth
girls and guys. This fad caused many people
to shudder, but some admired those who
endured this painful procedure. Tattoos,
still a favorite, took on whole new mean-
ings as well. People had their intials, names
of significant others, and pictures etched
into their bodies. Tattoos even showed up
on toes and tops of feet! All in all, through
the many forms of expression, the main




iduring the pain of getting his nipple
erced,WSBF radio personality Tim Fuchs
owed how he was different from every-
le else. Tim didn't show his piercing of-
n, but valued it as a statement of his
?rsonality.
Taking a break from being unique, freshman track member George kitchens reflected Ah
hair is how I identify myself in this point in my life." Many individuals sought different ways




Who could miss those stylin' or
ange blazers and mesmerizing
voices? Once again, Tigeroar
made their presence known with the release
of their third CD, "No Regrets." The album
featured a variety of popular rock, country,
and R&B hits with the distinctive Tigeroar
spin. They also sang creative renditions of
the Tiger Rag and patriotic favorites such as
The Star-Spangled Banner at several perfor-
mances. Whether entertaining thousands at
Tigerama and other Homecoming festivi-
ties or performing for the elite few in the
President's box, this sixteen member a
cappella group never failed to captivate their
audience. Tigeroar also appeared at pag-
eants, fundraising events, and other special




Blinking; into tin- sun, [essica M
Barbara Millerconcentratedon theharmony
1
Performing for their friends and family, Take Note entertained the audience
the annual Homecoming Concert. The group was known for their energel
spins on popular music.
As the only all-female a capella ensembleat Clemson, Take Note continued to
rise in popularity, performing numer-
ous concerts throughout the year. The group
was asked to entertain at the Golden Key Induc-
tion Ceremony, sang the "National Anthem" at
the Clemson vs. NC State basketball game, and
even performed at the National Cathedral. Un-
der the direction of Scott Lehmkuhl, the ladies
of Take Note debuted several hits this year,
including variations of "Galileo" by the Indigo
Girls, SheDaisy's "I Will (But)," and a variety oi
other songs. They continuously arranged new
songs in preparation for the recording of their
second CD to be released next fall.
-amanda caldwel
aNote
TIGEROAR & TAKE NOTE
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Where the
Clemson University was known for its rich
history, but its downtown area had its
own share of history. In 1899 I. Leonard
Keller, a cadet at the College, opened a tailoring
shop for cadets called "Judge Keller's" which con-
tinued to operate under the advisement of Keller's
son and grandson. Another historical establish-
ment was the famous Tiger Town Tavern. It was
established in 1977 by J.C. Cook III who continued
to operate the bar this year. It started out as a pool
hall and served only beer until 1994 when a full
service kitchen was installed. The upstairs portion
of TTT, which held one of Clemson's private clubs,
is the oldest standing building in Clemson. The
downtown area was full of great shops, wonderful
restaurants, and fun bars. It was a place where you
could hang out and enjoy acoustic music at the
coffee house or walk a block and shake your booty
at TD's, the popular bar on Thursday nights.
1£l
STUDENT LIFE
The 21 and over crowd
I
TigerTown Tavern was the bar ofchoice to faces for lunch. Patrons of Backstreets en-
start off any wild 21 st birthday celebration, joyed bands and pool games, not to mention
From here came the famous t-shirts that the $3 pizza on Tuesday nights, a favorite for
were seen around campus throughout the those broke college students. Overtime was
year. Upstairs TTT was the after-hours the bar to go to when midnight rolled around
joint and a great place for members to go on on Saturday and the Blue Laws closed down
Sundays to watch football or play trivia, the other bars. On Friday night, this was the
TD's was another staple in a 21-year-old's hotspot for dancing. Hurricanes was one of
diet. On Thursdays nights, some of the the newest bars and featured acoustic bands
student body could be seen shaking their on Wednesday nights. It sported a more laid-
booties on the dance floor, and on Friday back environment, where everyone would
afternoons they came back to stuff their know your name.
There's a place for everyone: TD's,TTT's, Upstairs TTT, Hurricanes, Backstreets,




~ bryn h. smith
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could be heard all
over campus, and
many students weren't
sure exactly what the
sound was. Perhaps just
thesound system of the foot-
ball stadium was being
checked. They were oblivious
to the excitement behind the foot-
ball stadium. The Sports Car Club
was hosting their weekend Auto
Cross. Students and communitymem
bers were welcome to join in the race
for the day. Age didn't mat
ter, the only requirement
was a love for cars. Before
the race began, the car en-
thusiasts checked out the
competition's engines. If you
didn't have a car to race, the club's car
"Clubby"was available. The mem-
bers were enthusiastic about al-
lowing spectators to join them
on a course run. They always
enjoyed the opportunity to
show off their driving skills
and to make people's
hearts drop to their
stomachs, just to give










yW bac kw ards. I he
rush w as in< redible
while speeding
through turns m a
course de\ eloped by the
club, [fbystanderswerenol
skilled enough to drive their
own cars, some of the mem-
bers were more than willing to
show them exactly what their car
could do. Drivers could race in one
of three groups to compete, or in the
fun runs after the groups had finished
.
Usually students who lived
on campus and had cars paid
attention to the notices about
moving their car from the
parking lot behind the sta-
dium. Otherwise, their car was
known as a "blue cone," which
just meant an expensive cone to run into.
CSCC took part in drag racing at the
Atlanta Dragway in Commerce, GA
and hosted a car show at least once
a year. CSCC also hosted D\ no
Days, at which each car owner
could find out how much
horsepower their car had.
CSCC could always be
found at Organizations
Day and showing their







Champs of the 2001 Hu-
manitarian Bowl, the
Clemson Tigers won their
first bowl game since 1993.
Quarterback Woodrow
Dantzler held the Champi-
onship Bowl above his head
in celebration.
"Even through the shadows of
despair, we will rise trium-
phantly over all we have lost/'
~bhs
A Clemson student sat and
reflected on the situation
our country faced. A
candlelight vigil held on
Clemson'scampusbrought
students and community
members together to share
and comfort one another in



















/"We will rally the WDiid tD
this cause by our efforts,
by dut courage. We will
not tire, we will not falter
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Russian President Vladimir Putin
and President Bush agree to cut
nuclear missile arsenals by nearly
two-thirds. Later, Bush unilaterally
pulls out of the 1972 Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty to pursue a missile
defense system.
Americans face armed guards
and tighter check-in procedures
as airport security restrictions are
heightened following the terrorist
attacks on September 11.
:es31s Japanese Crown Princes !
Masako gives birth to a baby girl
in December. The birth generates
fresh debate about male-only
succession to Japan's throne.
-» Americans face another form of
terror when anthrax-laced letters
are sent to members of Congress
and the media. Five people are
killed in the attacks, and clean-up





vU American surgeons in New York perform the first remote
control surgery. Signals sent through fiber-optic lines
enable robotic surgical arms to operate on a gallbladder
patient in France.
|<- Researchers at
I the Mayo Clinic in
I Rochester, Minnesota,
I unveil a new technology
I that uses
facial heat
I patterns to detect
| lying. Blood flows
| to the face when a




<- President Bush approves stem cell
research, but only on cells already
extracted. The research is highly
controversial because extracting
the cells kills human embryos.
|1 WELCOME TO
CRANMORE
LETS HAVE SOME SNO
Bruce Bedford/AP/Wide World Photos
1s Winter weather buffs are left
out in the heat as Americans
experience record warm
temperatures across the country
in December and January.
-> Scientists report that vast fields
of carbon dioxide ice are eroding
from the poles of Mars. Over time, I
this could possibly prompt the |
return of water to the Red Planet. «
On November 7, the supersonic
Concorde airplane flies for the first
time since the July 2000 crash that
killed 113 people. Flight F002
travels from Paris to New York in
just under four hours.
Dr. Judson Somerville donates
his own DNA to researchers
who..
embryo
1s Scientists in Argentina discover
several 80-million-year-old
unhatched dinosaur eggs with
petrified dinosaur embryos inside.
4/ Apple releases the sleek new
iPod, allowing users to store
up to 1 ,000 digital song files
• on-the-go enjoyment.
1s A new class of giant squid is
discovered. The new squid can grow
to lengths of 25 feet, and has fins and
10 spidery arms with elbows.
t The MR2 camera pill allows
doctors to examine the inside
of the human intestine without
surgery. Patients swallow the
"pill," which transmits digital
images to a data recorder.
si/ The Segway Human Transporter, a gyro-controlled
scooter invented by Dean Kamen, is tested by police
and postal workers in several states.
vU The AbioCor, the world's first fully implantable
artificial heart, is given to 59-year-old Robert Tools.
Sadly, Tools passes away in December from
unrelated causes.

<- Topps releases an "Enduring Freedom" card set
featuring portraits and bios of many leaders
involved, including President Bush and Secretary
of Defense Donald Rumsfeld.
4> At 10:45 a.m. September 1 1 , Fox News Channel
introduces the headline ticker. Other networks follow,
creating a non-stop flood of headlines. Each "crawl"
rotates nearly 80 headlines in a 7- to 15-minute loop.
<r The American flag shows up anywhere and
everywhere as patriots across the country display
their support for U.S. troops battling in Operation
m
*EPW* <r Shrek and Donkey, voiced
by Mike Myers and Eddie
Murphy, hit the theaters
to teach a valuable lesson
about true love in Shrek.
-» MTV, the tirst television
l network devoted exclusively
| to popular music, celebrates
= its 20th anniversary.
e CBS's "Late Show with David
Letterman" helps people cope with
their emotions in the weeks after
the September 1 1 terrorist attacks.
^ Russell Crowe receives his third
straight Oscar nomination for
Best Actor with his challenging
role as a paranoid-schizophrenic




Is Entertainers and major TV networks
come together in historic fashion tor
the "America: A Tribute to Heroes"
telethon, raising over $150 million
for September 1 1 relief efforts.
^ Nintendo's Gamecube and
Microsoft's X-Box enter the video
game market to compete with
Sony's smash-hit PlayStation 2.
AP/Wide Woild Photos
't The Lord of the Rings: The
Fellowship of the Ring, the first
movie of J. R.R.Tolkien's fantasy
trilogy, receives 13 Oscar
nominations including Best Picture.
4- Steven Spielberg and Tom Hanks
collaborate to produce the
10-episode HBO World War II
epic Band of Brothers, based
on the best-selling book by
Stephen Ambrose.
Kiefer Sutherland stars in Fox's
Golden Globe winner "24." The
show is delivered in two dozen
real-time episodes based on one
action-packed day in the life of
fictional CIA agent Jack Bauer.


<r San Francisco's Barry Bonds
makes baseball history with 73
home runs and an astounding
slugging percentage of
.863— both all-time records.
Sports
1" After her team loses only five games
all season, playoff MVP Lisa Leslie
leads the Los Angeles Sparks over
the Charlotte Sting to win the 2001
WNBA Championship.
<- In July, Dale Earnhardt Jr. wins the
Pepsi 400 in Daytona, Florida.
Ironically, Earnhardt's victory
comes on the same track where his
father died just five months earlier.
t- Snowboarders Danny Kass,
Ross Powers and J.J. Thomas
give the United States its first




wins his fourth Winston
Cup Championship.
1* Former Georgia high school
homecoming queen Ashley Martin
becomes the first female to score
in Division 1-AA college football
by kicking three extra points for
Jacksonville State.
D»vk) ZjluDowiki/AP/W>ae World Photo*
1s The Colorado Avalanche skate to
victory in the 2001 NHL Finals
against the New Jersey Devils,
marking the first Stanley Cup win
for 20-year veteran Ray Bourque
J«W
4^ Future Hall of Famers Tony Gwynn, Mark McGwire and Cal Ripken Jr.
ill retire from major league baseball at the end of the 2001 season.
Bill GrwnWall/CortHS Sygma Kevin Sullrvan/OCR/Wir»lmag« com
and Sh
Los An
1s The NFL season begins on a
tragic note when Minnesota
Vikings tackle Korey Stringer
collapses at practice
and dies a day later from
heatstroke complications
-> America welcomes athletes from all over the
world to Salt Lake City, Utah, to compete in
the 2002 Winter Olympics.
^ On their way to an undefeated season and
undisputed NCAA Football national championship,
the Miami Hurricanes roll over the Nebraska




<r John Walker Lindh, a 20-year-old
California native, becomes a prisoner
of war after he is found in Afghanistan
fighting for the Taliban forces. As a
U.S. citizen, Walker may face charges
of treason.
^ NBC's TV game show "True
Weakest Link" gains popularity
thanks to the assertive
demeanor of British
hostess Anne Robinson.
-> The future king of England, Prince
William of Wales, 19, enters
the University of St. Andrews
in southeastern Scotland.
Printed in l ISA - 2002 lostenslnc. 01-0637 (
WI P-T^|
.J
braising was active .ill over campus as all organizations sel up
funds to support the victims in New YorkCit) and Washing-
DC. Clemson students gathered together to show their patrio-
I [heGraphicCommunications organization, rAGA, designed
1 printed these stickers to rally the spirit of the community
ring football games
ebration al i b
wasan i











e\ tut I ocal food
vendors came and




yard tor patrons to
enjoy the lull New
Orleans \l.irdi ( ,ras
cperiem e I iger
(,ras will hopefull)
be as successful in
the future as it was
in 2002.
^
Preparing tor the an-
nual TAGA barbeque,
themed TAGApalooza
this year, Graphics stu-
dents and friends en-
joyed the all-you-can-
eatbuffetcookedbj the
members ol 1 Al. \
Bands were eager to
share their talent tor the
crowd rheBBQ lasted
seven hours, and sup-
portersofthe I VGAor-
ganization fell it was

































head up to the
yearbook office on
moving in day.
































































































































































m| Daniel Tex George was known by friends for his quick humor and
outgoing personality. Fellow geology major Chris Hepler
lpescribed Tex as sleepy and jovial. Although he came
o Clemson after living in Monckis Corner, Tex was
xirn and raised in Austin, Texas. He decided
Ilemson was the place to earn his degree after
,'isiting for a football game. He was at-
racted to the size of the campus and the
vhole-hearted spirit of the people.
Unlike the majority of students, Tex
lecided to join the Navy after high
chool instead of heading directly to
rollege. For six years, he served in
'arious capacities as an instructor at
he Weapons Training Facility in
harleston and as a Nuclear Reactor
perator onboard a submarine. Al-
hough Tex enjoyed his time in the military,
ifter six years, he was tired of the sea and felt
hat it was important to make more time for a
amily and education.
Because he already was well rounded in the sciences, it
eemed only natural for Tex to major in a science related field.
efore finding geology, Tex tried chemical and mechanical engineering.
e said geology appealed to him because it offered opportunities to see
lew places. Growing up in Texas, Tex was exposed at an early age to oil
ields and natural beauty, and geology related things. If everything goes
ccording to plan, Tex will graduate in May 2003. Upon graduation, Tex
>lanned to attend graduate school and eventually teach. One of his main
nterests was paleontology.
In addition to his love of geology, Tex had a passion for music. He
layed for Tiger Band, Percussion Ensemble, and Symphonic Band. To
Tex, music was therapy during those times when he was under high stress
nd pressure. Tex's love of music developed when he was four, and his
iad placed a pair of drumsticks in his hands and taught him how to
music.
Tex poses with friend and
fellow drumline member
Brandon after the football











competed in a variety of
track events. Her specialty
was hurdles, but she also
competed in high jump,
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Animal & Veterinary Scienle^
Jeffrey Duncan
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>y: Bryn H. Smith
Valerie Martin
On the brink of graduation, senior graphic communica
ions major Mary Carol Anderson was not sure
xactly where she would be or what type of
b she would have after May. However
he did have definite ideas about what
he would enjoy doing.
With her background in graphics,
Aary Carol interviewed with print-
ng companies, but wasn't sure she
vanted this to be her permanent
areer. She said that her goal for the
uture was to "figure out where I am
he happiest, and go for it."
Mary Carol believed that her deep love
)f children would lead her to work with them
n schools or youth groups.
For the past two years, Mary Carol has interned at the First
3aptist Church of Greenville. Her summer job involved planning
rips for the youth group to places such as Tennessee, North
Carolina, and Florida. Weekly activities included Bible Study
ind Mission Possible. Mission Possible involved volunteering
me for community work once a week.
When she wasn't at work or in class, Mary Carol enjoyed
langing out with all her friends. She said the friends she had
nade over the years were great, and she would "miss them all
dearly."
Senior Mary Carol
Anderson came to Clemson
because "it was close
enough to home, but far
enough awav." Her brother
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UdAs to An cheating
trip to "^ohc.
by: Lindsev Mathis ^
As faithful Clemson football fans, Adam Farmer and
Martin Price decided to take a road trip to the Hu-
manitarian Bowl in Boise, Idaho to see the Tigers
play. They planned to drive to Boise, sightsee
along the way, and drive home after the
game. On December 27, they left their
home in Greer, South Carolina. The first
dav of their trip Adam and Martin
drove to Columbia, Missouri. The
following day, just outside of Kansas
Cit\ , Adam and Martin discovered the
car had a flat tire and needed to be
towed. Later that day Adam and
Martin drove to North Platte, Nebraska
where they rested before the remainder
of their journey.
On the third day, driving near Rock
ISprings, Wyoming, Martin had to pull the car
over to the emergency lane to avoid a car that was
spinning out of control. A transfer truck also tried to
stop in the emergency lane, but slammed into Martin's car
sending them spinning twenty yards. Fortunately, neither Adam nor
Martin were injured.
Adam and Martin were staying in Green River, Wyoming after the
wreck, when George Bennett called to tell them if they were in Boise for
the game, they could fly home on the team plane. President Barker also
called Adam and Martin to tell them he was thinking about them, and
hoped they could come to Boise. They rented a car to drive to Salt Lake
City, Utah, and then Adam and Martin boarded their first ever plane flight
as they headed to Boise. After such an exciting trip, they enjoyed cheering
the Tigers on to victory. Adam and Martin arrived home safely after






\ alley, Adam Farmer and
Martin Price were proud to




journey, and were '
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students take advantage of
computer labs around
campus. Brackett Atrium
was always crowded with
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these three friends take a
moment outside the
Hendrix Center to talk
about their winter breaks.
This was a common si^ht
in early January as people







Students and Tiger fans
crowd into Death Valley
each home game. For the
2001 season, average
attendance at each home
game was 80,152 fans. This
was the second highest
average in Clemson























Ceramic & Materials Engineering
Matthew Vanadore






























































































At the first annual




lay out the food. Held at a
local picnic area,
Tagapalooza featured food,


























K I C K I N '
Surrounded by his
teammates, forward Ian
Fuller attempts to score a
goal. He lead the team,






show for the I igerama
crowd, this group perfoniU
a rousing rendition of
Tiger Rag. rhe 45th
annual pep rally show-
cased the cheerleaders,
Rally C ate, I igei Band,
Tigeroar, Army ROTC,
Flying Tigers skydiving

















of king and queen,
these students
march in the First
Friday parade.
They believed the
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The 2001 volleyball season
was marked by several
changes. Under the
leadership of Jolene Jordan
Hoover for the ninth
season, the Tigers had to
become accustomed to two
new coaches, a new scoring
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soccer team hold a
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As soon as Christie Harwell walked on
Zlemson's campus for her first visit, she
mmediately fell in love with the school
\ native of Covington, Georgia,
Zhristie was a Pre-Veterinary Sciences
vtajor. After graduation, she plans
)n attending veterinary school. This
>ophomore has two more years to
?njoy her time at Clemson before
Tying to pursue her lifelong goal.
In addition to her Pre-Veterinary
riajor, Christie was also earning a minor in
brestry. Her love of the outdoors prompted
ler interest in this minor.
Christie spent much of her free time playing basket-
all, ultimate frisbee, running, or even hiking. She was also
involved in FCA and active in a Bible study. As any true
lemson fan, Christie loved attending the football games
and watching the Tigers run down the hill.
• tea
*M$
Near her Calhoun Courts
apartment, sophomore
Christie Harwell pauses
from her busy day for a
picture. Christie loved






Food, fun, and free stuff
were frequently used
terms to describe the 16th
annual Welcome Back
Festival. Sponsored by the
Student Alumni Council,
the festival introduced
new students to merchants
and provided returning
students time to get
reacquainted. One of the
numerous activities
involved getting a wax
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Z^estlned to be d "fcl^er
)y: Lindsey Mathis
For Lindsey Helms no other college was an
ption. She knew she must attend Clemson
fter living here her whole life. She said
tat living on campus was a totally
ifferent lifestyle than living in the
ty of Clemson. Lindsey enjoyed
he opportunity to have such a
nique perspective on the different
spects of Clemson life.
Lindsey was a Pre-Veterinary
Sciences major. After working in a
eterinary clinic all summer, she decided
hat her goal would be to attend veterinary
chool after college and focus on equine surgery.
Horses played a very important role in Lindsey's life,
lindsey was a member of the Block and Bridle Club at Clemson
md in her spare time she took on the huge responsibility of
aring for a barn with ten horses. She spent many weekends
away competing horses throughout the East Coast. In the
future, Lindsey plans to train a new horse and begin competing
at a higher level.
Enjoying her life on
campus, sophomore
Lindsey Helms knew
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by the helmet in
celebration.
Clemson beat out
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Performing at the largest
student run pep rally in
the nation, this trumpet
player entertains the crowd
at Tigerama. With more
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iinior Maureen McHugh had lots of plans and goals. The
[athematics Teaching major hailed from Columbia
».C. She chose Clemson for several reasons, the
(most important being that the university
Iwas in-state, but away from home.
Maureen originally came to Clemson
wanting to major in Chemistry. After
deciding it wasn't what she wanted
to do, Maureen tried physics. It
wasn't until the end of her second
semester that Maureen discovered
Mathematics Teaching. One reason
she chose the major was, "I like the
thought of teaching young people
math and helping them understand
things."
Friend and roommate Quyen Nguyen
described Maureen as "funny, creative, and
colorful." Maureen enjoyed arts and crafts
projects. One of her special talents was quilting. Her
mom introduced her to quilting when she was 10 years old. Since
then, Maureen has made personalized quilts for her friends.
Another task Maureen was working on was writing a book. She
has completed 20 pages so far, but is still thinking about the plot for
the remaining 200. Maureen also loved to shop. Her favorite stores
were Old Navy and Michaels.
Yet another plan Maureen set for herself was to be a seasoned
world traveler. She wanted to visit, in order, all of western Europe,
Asia, South America, and Africa. Africa fell last on Maureen's list
because of the number of shots required.
Maureen poses for a picture
outside of her apartment.
Maureen said she liked
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|oel I \ ans
high
L Y I N
Treating the Tigerama
crowd to a spectacular
show, this parachutist
from the Flying Tigers
Skydiving Club carries the
American flag to a safe
landing in Death Valley.
Watching the skydivers
parachute in has always
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Playing the role of Thomas
Greene Clemson at Kickoff
j ^««^^^^^^^fc
Clemson, this actor
explains the principles and
history that the university ^^^B
was founded upon. Ihis ^B-^l J ^__,_,
annual event was designed
to help freshmen become \
Clemson. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^"""^1
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Senior Matthew Vaughn almost didn't make it to
Hemson. He described his first visit to campus
s a horrible experience, with 100 degree
emperatures and no shade. Obviously
4att gave Clemson another chance,
md was impressed. He was most
nfluenced by the extensive recruit-
ng, semi-rural location, size, and
cholarship availability.
Matt, whose hometown is Chat-
anooga, Tennessee, decided to
najor in Electrical Engineering.
\fter graduation, Matt planned to
?arn a Masters in Computer Engineer-
ng, but he was not sure when or where
Outside of his academic life, Matt pursued a
variety of hobbies. One of his more recently
acquired hobbies was travel. He drove up to the moun-
:ains, particularly the Blue Ridge Parkway, frequently. At first, he
primarily travelled there to fly radio controlled planes. Then his
motivations changed to enjoying the scenic views and having fun
driving along the curvy roads.
Matt also enjoyed football games, as long as he was sitting on the
Hill. He felt the Hill was the best spot to be "in the mix of things."
Matt loved animals. Other than watching Animal Planet, he liked
to watch the hawks flying around campus. Sailing and kite-flying
were two additional hobbies.
In the future, Matt said he would like to start a hobby shop
Standing in front of his
girlfriend's Clemson
themed quilt, Matt shows
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Senior Bobby Latham was a graphic communica
ons major from Greenville, South Carolina,
lobby led a very active and adventurous
festyle. For three years, he was a pole
aulter on the varsity track team. He
lso served one semester as a varsity
heerleader.
Outside of Clemson life, Bobby
ist enjoyed being outdoors. A few
f his hobbies included
wakeboarding, snowboarding,
nountain biking, hiking, and camp-
ig. Bobby said, "I love adventure
aveling such as hang gliding in Swit-
erland and hiking to a 3,000 foot cliff in
he fjords of Norway.
In addition to all of his outdoor activities, Bobby
levoted time to his church and Downtown Christian
;ellowship. He was also "big time" into photography.
After he graduated, Bobby's goal was to work in the graphics
epartment of an automotive or outdoor company like North Face
r Oobe. It was also important that he spend time with children,
nd try to make a difference in their lives by "teaching them, taking
hem outdoors, playing with them, and showing them that they are
Important." Bobby also said that in his life, he planned on "work-
g to live, not living to work."
With the Chrysler building
in the background and
steam rising from the
subway system, Bobby
Latham sits on a side walk







































































































































































































































































































































Graphic Communications major Sara Lofton gradu-
ted in December 2001. As a student, Sara excelled
cademically. Not only was she ranked top in
Graphic Communications, but she led the
department's Toys for Tots Drive for two
years. In 2001, the students and faculty
zollected nearly $600 in toys.
Sara came to Clemson after
pending her entire life growing up on
•ullivan's Island, South Carolina.
Dnce she graduated, Sara wanted to
return to Charleston, ideally settling on
Sullivan's Island. She loved the city be-
:ause it was "absolutely gorgeous, and
the food is marvelous."
Since Sara lived on the water, it was
3nly natural for her to develop a love of swim-
Jning and going to the beach. As a child, she en
oyed "tomboy" activities like "building clubhouses, climb-
ng trees, hunting for lizards, playing kickball, baseball, and basketball,
and just being outside with my friends." Even though she rarely did
any of this as a student, she still liked to think back on those times.
Some of Sara's main interests revolved around the entertainment
ndustry, whether it was music or movies. Aerosmith was her favorite
band, and she had a long list of favorite movies ranging from Fight Club
to Sixteen Candles. One of her goals was to work on a set, "even if it is
imply getting someone coffee." Sara also loved animals. She believed
her dog Rags was the best and wanted to have a house full of dogs once
she found her own place.
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courtyard of the old union
for the annual Tiger Gras
Celebration. This year's
festival was larger than
before, with several local
and nationally known
bands. UPAC worked








































































































































































The invitation from the editors of TAPS to write to you is a welcome £
opportunity to say thank you for your encouragement and to say |j
thank you for your remarkable work you are doing. It is your work ^^
that gives Clemson the positive national reputation we enjoy. t
During my second year of service, I have been inspired by your
| i
service in such projects as the Habitat for Humanity Blitz Build ^"
(including 3000 Clemson students), in your support of each other t \
and your faculty in the national crisiswe faced from terrorist attacks, f"
in your work with our legislature to improve budget allocations, ^^^
and in all your efforts to make Clemson a stronger and better school.
^^
The character of Clemson is more evident today than at any time
during the last three decades. I also believe the Clemson Family is
stronger and more diverse today than ever before.
You have tolerated my adventures in helping the Tiger do push-ups
during a football game and you have included me in your Ultimate
Frisbee games. I am grateful for this opportunity to serve our alma
mater.
As we move forward as "One Clemson" we will face additional
challenges; however, no school is stronger than Clemson when we
are united. Our future is extremely bright.
As I complete my second year as President, I write to say thank you
and to say that I am very proud of you.
Sincerely,





















What are you going to do rs
with your degree?
The College of Agriculture, For-
estry, and Life Sciences housed a
variety of majors, but all students
shared a passion for nature. This
was the oldest college at Clemson;
the agriculture program was
founded over 100 years ago on the
basis of agriculture and farming
and grew to what the university is
today. The mission of the CAFLS
was to provide teaching, research,
and service in agriculture, forestry,
and life sciences that would benefit
the citizens of South Carolina and
the nation. The college accom-
plished this goal in three steps: by
Farming was a key aspect in the CAFLS. The students
and faculty that worked on the farm across from
Death Valley had a lot of pride in their work and the
produce showed it.
providing undergraduate and
graduate programs preparing stu-
dents for productive careers; by
conducting basic and applied re-
search to expand the knowledge
base and improve productivity,
natural resource utilization, envi-
ronmental protection, and eco-
nomic competitiveness; and fi-
nally by providing extension and
outreach educational programs
and other public service programs
to enhance the socioeconomic
well-being of the citizens of South
Carolina, the southern region, and
the nation.
Lecturing in Newman Hall was what many
students experienced at some point in their
careers here at Clemson. The old building was
perfect for the laid-back classes.
Producing, like farming, was another activity
the Students of this college participated in.
Ihev grew many different varieties of plant
life.
.
"I would like to do medical research or
something in the hmmh h field w ith my
degree " -1 eigh Anne Mayberr)
. sopho-
more majoring in Biologi< <il s t iences
"I eventually want to develop golf courses
and surroundingneighborhoodswithmj
degree." -Daniel Mitchum, sophomore
majoring in Community and Economic
Development
"I would like to one day attend Medical
School in Charleston with m\ biolog)
degree." -IrinaC.ault. sophomore major-








Scholties was the new interim dean for the College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Life
Sciences for the 2001-2002 academic year. As interim dean, Dr. Scholties served as the active dean
until the position could be filled permanently. Scholties was no newcomer to Agriculture nor to
Clemson University. He was a graduate of the University of Kentucky with a bachelor's degree in
Microbiology and a Ph.D. in Plant Pathology. Scholties has worked with Clemson since 1987, most recently
as a professor of plant pathology. So where in the world was Dean Wehrenburg? Bill Wehrenburg, former
dean of the College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Life Sciences, became head of the Hong Kong International
School across the world in Hong Kong, Taiwan. Wehrenburg left Clemson during summer break and was





P(jlM Masterin9 the Masten
Setting up his shot, Brian Soule, Presi-
dent of the PGM club, concentrates at
the tee. The members of the PGM pro-
gram were tested on their driving skills.
Parks, Recreation, Tourism and Management, better known as PRTM, was a part of the College of Health,
Education and Human Development. The college's emphasis areas included Travel and Tourism,
Therapeutic Recreation, Sports Management, Community Leisure Services, Resource Management,
and Non-Profit Leadership. In 2001, they added a new program called Professional Golf Management (PGM).
Professors Dan Drane and Rick Lucas headed the program, helping the students perfect basic skills such as
teeing off, driving, and overall play. They spent long hours helping the students become Golf Pros-peoplewho
manage the golf course and pro shops. The students took classes in horticulture, turf grass management,
accounting, and small business management, as well as other specified PRTM courses. The twenty-two initial




lugging their clubs, the guys mo\ ed to
the next hole during a nice day on the
golf course P( !M taught students how
to manage the green while the) per
in ted their swings, dri\ es, and overall
game PR I M majors with an emphasis
in l'i ,\i enjoyed working outdoors.
CAFL5
1CAFLS tailqate
H anging out with oldfriends was some-thing that all College ofAg-
riculture, Forestry, and Life Science
alumni do best. What better way to
share stories and eat delicious food
than to attend the ninth annual
CAFLS Ag Tailgate? This year's
event was held in Littlejohn
Collesium prior to the Clemson vs.
University of Virginia football game.
Over two thousand alumni from
across the nation gathered for the
festivities. Displays and games deco-
rated the area as alumni and their
families enjoyed a catered meal. A
live band, a silent auction, speeches
from the Dean and the CAFLS
Alumni President, door prizes, and
a short pep rally from the Clemson
Cheerleaders entertained the crowd.
The fun was endless.
~ jaime rivers
Waiting in suspense, patrons
listened for the lucky door
prize winners. Two plane
tickets to anywhere in the
United States and four tickets
to the USC vs. Clemson game
were up for grabs. Partici-
pants also enjoyed a delicious
barbeque meal and entertain-
ment provided by a jazz band.
00pm
ACADEMICS
|Vhatwas the most fun at the 2001 Ag Tailgate?FINDING
|T! Renovations of Littlejohn Coliseum created a few
>roblems finding the entrance. Most people had to walk
iround the building three or more times, hut a record
lumber of alumni and students still appeared.
2:45
3:30..
V major part of the tailgate was the Silent Auction. Clem-
on and Agricultural memorabilia were bid on through-
>ut the afternoon, and all proceeds went to the Thomas R.
kelton Scholarship. This scholarship supported students
h the CAFLS.
CAFLS alumni were no strangers to recognition for their achievements.
This year, the Distinguished Alumni Award and two Outstanding Alumni
Awards were presented during the welcome ceremonies.
Winning a $300 award for
best departmental dis-
play, Food Guide Football
booth was one of the most
popular booths at the tail-
gate. Academic depart-
ments and clubs in the
College of Agriculture.
Forestry, and Life Sciences
set up booths for the event. CAFLS
21£
College of
Art, Architecture, and Humanities
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lindsev mathis
After graduating from Clemson
University, I plan to open my own






The College of Art, Architec-ture and Humanities in
eluded a diverse range of
studies. By performing abstract
and practical activities, students
were able to expand their capabili-
ties. With this unique blend of stud-
ies and cross-disciplinary curricu-
lum, Clemson graduates were pre-
pared to succeed in a dynamic work
environment. Students in the
CAAH had the opportunity to
study on five different continents.
To gain an appreciation for the cul-
tural diversity that exists in this
realm of study, over 50 percent of
the college's undergraduates stud-
Working in Lee Hall, an architecture student was
busy working her project. Students spent many hours
striving for their finished project.
ied abroad each year, from
Barcelona, Spain, to Sydney, Aus-
tralia. The College of Art, Architec-
ture and Humanities incuded the
departments of Architecture, Vi-
sual Art, Construction Science and
Management, English, History,
Languages, Performing Arts, Phi-
losophy and Religion, Planning and
Landscape Architecture, and
Speech and Communication Stud-
ies. With such a wide range of op-
tions, the College of Art, Architec-
ture and Humanities was an inte-
gral part of Clemson's Communi-
cation Across the Curriculm (CAC)
program.
J*' T?
Sculpting at the wheel, this student carefully
builds up a beautiful bowl. Ceramics was a \ er)
relaxing class for some students.
Using creativity, this student was working hard
toward his goal of perfection. Architecture stu-
dents spent much time in the studio.
.
Working at all hours, you could
always find a srudenl trying t<>
complete theu projet ts I here is
always something going on in
I ee 1 [all \rt and \n hitecture
majors are always busy with
their Litest work
Living in 1 ee Mall, this is the
home to the art and architecture
students. Many students
proudly showcased their work
in the Lee Hall Gallery.
raking a break in the courtyard
of Lee Hall, students enjoyed
the sunshine. After working
countless hour- ir the 1 ee stu-
dios, iiio-t student- looked

















While the majority of Clemson students spent their time in classes in South Carolina, a few students
took advantage of the opportunity to study outside of Clemson and even outside of the United
States. Several such opportunities were available in the College of Architecture, Art and Humanities.
Study abroad programs gave students a chance to see and study architecture in more urban settings such as
Barcelona, Spain and Genoa, Italy. While the program was set up to teach you information needed to graduate,
it really gave the opportunity to learn so much more. Living in a foreign country provided a completely
different perspective of our culture in the United States as well as a look at a new culture. Students found that
some aspects were better in Europe than in the United States. However, they also learned to appreciate how
great their homeland was. Most of the students agreed that they would not trade the opportunity they had for





sor, Mr. Alton Brandt participated in the
ASL Club meetings. Throughout the year,
he offered advice and aid to the club and
its members.
Clemson offered students the oppurtunity to take American Sign Lanugage (ASL) courses as part of its
curriculum. The ASL classes were a recent addition to the course schedule, offering five courses
during the academic year. Many departments accepted ASL as a fulfillment of language requirements.
The courses were taughtby Mr. Alton Brant, who came to Clemson after working at the South Carolina School
for the Deaf in Spartanburg. He enjoyed teaching the classes and envisioned more courses being offered to
students in the near future. He advised the ASL club, which consisted of members of his ASL classes and
others interested in deaf awareness and sign language. The club gained exposure in the Clemson community
by signing the National Anthem at the Clemson vs. Virginia game as part of Deaf Awareness Week. During
the same week, the club also hosted a program with speakers from the community. The speakers, being deaf







No matter what time it was, youalways found somebody
working in Lee Hall. Art, Ar-
chitecture, and Construction Science
students congregated in this Clemson
landmark to work on their projects. It
became tradition for teachers to expect
mass amounts of work, and students
learned that in order tomake the grades,
they had to spend all night and even
multiple nights preparing drawings,
models, and projects. This was often
frustrating when all night was spent on
one drawing and no one else seemed to
appreciate how much work went into
it. Some believed that requiring this
much work should be an outdated tra-
dition, but many teachers thought that
since they had to do it, so should the
students today. With patience, talent
and lots of coffee, it could be done.
~ molly felde
Lindsay Tuckfield listens to music while working on
some conceptual drawings for her Greenville Project
of an International Bookstore and Coffee House.
It was only the beginning of the year,
but many students were already put-
ting in numerous studio hours. Above:
This student spent her evening hours
diligently working on the tiniest de-
tails in her drawing. Right: Lindsey
Schlemm took a break to look at the
camera. Below: This art major used





dlding a model for one of his projects, this second-year
sign major struggles through the early morning hours.
t this point in the night there is still hope that they will gel
bed before the sun conies up.
Itudying her work, Sarah Yoder designed a new apartment
,omplex in Greenville. Even though she was exhausted
'om lack of sleep, she knew that she had to keep working
h order to be prepared for the next day's presentations.
Slaving over the first project of his senior year, Kyle Copley worked on one
of his models through all hours of the morning. It was not uncommon to see
students going to studio even on Friday and Saturdav nights when the rest
of the student body was getting ready to go out and party.
6:00am
Examining his canvas, this art student
worked on his painting. Even though mass
amounts of time were spent in Lee, most
students who stuck with the programs did
so because they loved what they were do-
ing. Without a passion for the work, it just






We're really excited about finally opening the
Advising Center and hope it will be beneficial




From Sirrine to Brackett to
Godfrey Hall, students in the
College of Business and Be-
havioral Sciences could be seen all
over Clemson's campus. The wide
selection of majors in this college
ranged from Economics to Psychol-
ogy to Graphic Communications.
This school year was a busy and
exciting one for the CBBS. In Sep-
tember, the college opened an Aca-
demic Advising Center in Sirrine
Hall. Housed temporarily on the
fourth floor, it was later moved to
the basement of Sirrine. The new
advising center offered a variety of
services to those students in the col-
Studying hard for her next test, this student took ad-
vantage of Bracket's atrium to hang out between classes.
Many students studied here instead of walking back to
their dorms.
lege. Additionally, Sirrine Hall
showed off a new central courts did
complete with benches for students
and faculty to take a rest between
classes. The CBBS underwent more
than just additions and facelifts this
year; the business school was proud
to receive recognition as well.
Clemson's business programs were
ranked among the top twenty-five
percent in the United States by the
International Association for Man-
agement Education. With all its im-
provements and awards, the Col-
lege of Business and Behavioral Sci-
ences had a great year and looks
forward to the future.
Checking email before class was a popular time-
killer for many off-campus students. Manx Ps) -
chology majors used the computer lab in
Brackett when they couldn't get home during
the day.
Walking across Sirrine's new courtyard, stu-
dents enjoyed a new look for the old building
4)
.
Students in Graphii ( ommunica-
tions were found in < lodfrey Hall
,it all hours of the da) oi night
( lodfrej wasoneoftheoldestbuild-
ingson campus
Brackett Hall was home to Psy-
chology and Sociolog) majors. Re-
modeled in 1490, this building fea-
tured a large computer lab, lecture




Home to the majority of English
classes at Clemson. Daniel Hall
quicklybecamea familiarlandmark
for Freshmen. Language classes
were also held in this building
22a
CBBS
-courtesy dr. greg picket!
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ourtesj Hr lyefe pickett
Sport Plus was formed in 1998 for students interested in sports marketing, and the club has recently
grown to 85 members. The goal of Sport Plus was to provide students with sports marketing
experience in an environment that couples learning opportunities with fun. Dr. Greg Pickett was
the faculty advisor of Sport Plus. He traveled with the students to sports events to experience the various
aspects of the sport environment. Because of the club's success, Sport Plus was able to attract many high
quality speakers. Some of the speakers included Brent Coleman, Pat Williams, Mike Tirico, Dr. Jerry
Punch, Jerry Richardson, and numerous other sports figures. Members were provided with opportuni-
ties for internships and networking in the sports field. Through Sport Plus' continued success, students





Psych Club serves more
than students
Selling t-shirts at the Halloween party, these
members helped to raise money for the club.
The party was just one of the social events the
ub held during the year.
Attending a Psychology Club meeting,
Dr. Patti Connor-Greene was the Fac-
ulty Advisor. She helped facilitate the
meetings and workshops.
Displaying all the major fields of Psychology, the Ps
Club t-shirt shows Tiger Spirit. The members of the cl
were proud of the new design.
Columbia College was the destination for Clemson's Psychology Club on their way to participate in the
Psychology Bowl and Academic Day. The team competed in a quiz bowl with Psychology majors
from universities all over South Carolina. On Clemson's campus, the Psych Club organized informa-
tive meetings and workshops with a wide range of subjects that would peak the interest of Psychology
majors. Recent topics included graduate school, career-building skills, and careers in Psychology. In
addition, the club also volunteered their time and energy for service activities related to mental health and
society. The Psychology club was not all work and no play, however. They also managed to find time for
socials to relax and give students and faculty a chance to mingle and get to know each other. The laid-back
club was runby PresidentQuyen B. Nguyen, Vice-PresidentTom Perlet, Secretary Megan Fontana, Treasurer







the early morning hours not a
soul could be found wandering
Clemson's campus. ..wait, there's
a bell ringing and what? Lights were
undoubtedly on in Godfrey Hall.
Who knew? There were students and
teachers awake and busy in the
Graphic Communications building.
Students spent endless hours here,
watching the sun rise and occasion-
ally watching it set as well. The clos-
est they got to enjoying the beautiful
days at Clemson was when they con-
gregated on the front steps ofGodfrey
and watched as their fellow students
played on Bowman Field.
-bryn h. smith
Looking through the screen (right), these
students make sure there are no holes in the
image area before exposing the screen.
Taping the sides of the screen this under-
classman makes sure that he is ready to





Examining their film on the light
tables, these students prepared to
print their book for the Advanced
Lithography class. It was com-
mon to spend late nights there
only to wake up at dawn to come
back into lab.
Viewing her GC 444 project on
the screen, Kate Sheriff makes
some final touches before send-
ing out the final printout.
224
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eginning their 440 press run, these students hoped not to
ave any problems. Sometimes there were issues thai
puldn't be helped and students could spend over nine
ours on press runs.
Designing their projects for flexography class, these stu-
lents sat in front of the computer deciding how the
graphics would look. Students would just continue work-
ng after their lab time, not knowing that hours had
massed.
3:3
Examining his students' work, Dr. Lee Weir checked every little detail of the
students' projects before they were submitted for final grading. In GC 104,
students got a glimpse of what their graphics future held for them.
Printing wasn't always an easy task; these students had been in lab for o\ er
ten hours. They had watched the sun rise and now watched it set. T.\ Cj rus






I can't think of a quote for the
yearbook right now, I'm studying!
^^^^
-Brian Fellers,MechanicalEngineer |
m ; — ^^
2zm
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The pressure is on.
Are you up for the challenge?
Motivation. Determination.
Inspiration. All were valu-
able qualities required of
students wishing to be successful in
the College of Engineering and Sci-
ence. In addition to stressing techni-
cal knowledge, students in each of
the twenty-three undergraduate de-
gree programs developed strong
communication skillsand leadership
abilities. Whether chemical equa-
tions or intricate mechanical systems
were their forte, the students strived
to remain at the forefront of technol-
ogy. But the College of Engineering
and Science provided much more
than strictly academics. The WISE
(Women in Science and Engineer-
ing) Program was a student
mentoring organization that also
aided in career planning and net-
working. Various clubs, such as
ASCE, competed nationally with
innovations in their field of study.
And what other college can claim its
own Engineering Row? Undoubtedly
the most ominous territory on
Clemson's campus, engineering stu-
dents claimed it with pride. Fernow
Street Cafe, the hub of Engineering
Row, always drew a crowd of people
cramming before a test or grabbing
a snack to attempt to escape from
the extreme pressures of life as an
engineer. No one wanted to be one
of those infamous balding seniors
that wore their fatigue on their
sleeve.
Clemson's latest addition to Engineering Row, the
Flour Daniel Building, housed an innovative research
facility equipped with a wind tunnel and even a crane.
Mechanical Engineering continued to he a dominant
force in the competitive field.
Serving as home to all first year engineering
students, the General Engineering department
was located in Kiggs Hall. General Engineering
advisors helped students decide what type of
engineering hest suited their interest- and
helped them plan tor the rigorous anirse load
ahead.
In the depths of Rhodes 1 ngineering Resean h
Center, students ^n<A faculty alike explored the
brink of technology and e\ en de\ eloped con-




( )lin 1 1. ill. hi un«- to ( eramii and Mate
rials I ngineering, witnessed technol-
ogy m the making as new products
were developed and research pushed
through boundaries
Standing steady, this structure reminds
c i\ il I ngineersoi the treacherous statics
and dynamics principles to which the)
devoted countless hours Constructing
everything from steel bridges to concrete
canoes, the students took learning to the
next level.
ResidingonthewallsofRiggsHall,sculp-
tures representing c lemson professors
ot the past peered dow n at students SCUT-














Directing this student, tour
guide Jason Zawislak
points to the Physics group.
V-
dents when they arrived at
Waiting for visitors to com-
plete their questions, Chris
Urban prepared his an-
swers. Professors in each
department also spoke to
the visitors to enhance their
visit to Clemson.
Greeting this student and his
parents, Sarah Stanhope gave
them a tour of the Physics de-
partment. Students signed up
for a specific area since the
CES tours aredivided into four
.1
Selected students in the College of Engineering and Science gave tours to prospective
students on designated Friday afternoons. There were several different departmen-
tal tours including Mathematical Sciences, Biosystems Engineering, and Civil
Engineering. Student tour guides volunteered time out of their busy schedules to help
others see what Clemson University had to offer. They formed small groups to get to know
each other before embarking on the tour. Each tour included an information session
focusing on the emphasis areas and a tour of the buildings. The tour guides were trained
at the beginning of each semester by Judy Wilkinson, the tour director of the College of
Engineering and Science. The new tour guides shadowed others to get a better feel for
giving a great tour. For students that could not attend the CES tours, Wilkinson prepared








the Spring of 2001, five mechanical engineering students were selected to have the opportunity of a
lifetime. Brian Gause, David Shawn Morrow, Robert Rickey, Mike New and David Carpenter were all
granted a spot in NASA's Reduced Gravity Student Flight Opportunities Program. They spent almost two
weeks at Johnson Space Center near Houston. While at the space center, the students boarded a high altitude
aircraft with an experiment that they created and used to measure the effects of zero gravity. The experiment was
one of over 100 proposals that NASA received from students around the country. Clemson's team was one of
forty-eight selected from universities around the nation. The experiment involved collecting data on a heat
transfer unit that could result in improvements for control systems on satellites, space stations, and high altitude
aircrafts. To complete their data collection, the students underwent hours of training to prepare them for flight
in the KC-135A aircraft, which was the same aircraft in which astronauts were trained. The team went through
classes to learn how to breathe in reduced oxygen situations to prevent hypoxia, lack of oxygen flow to the brain.
The flight was two hours flying over the Gulf of Mexico and reached an altitude of 25,000 feet. At that height,
45 degree dives and climbs were done to give the experience of being in zero gravity for 20-23 seconds. After the
research data was collected, the team came back to Clemson to remodify their proposal in hopes to return to
NASA for another test.

















Putting it to the test. That's what
the Engineering 101 honor stu-
dents were required to do. Their
mission was to build a time measur-
ing device using only raw materials,
brain power, and sheer brute strength.
The clocks were made by groups of
four or five students who competed
against others. Even with the strict
guidelines, each group was able to
pull through to complete the project
on time. When the much anticipated
day arrived, all of the Engineering 101
groups gathered to present their clocks
to each other. Their first college chal-
lenge had been completed and re-
sulted in masterpieces to which each
participant contributed. Here's a step-
by-step look at how they got it done.
~ josh shea
Giving up was not something that engineers did.
These aspiring engineers worked continuously
until the project was completed, or until the
coffee ran out.
Taking initiative, these
groups started the day early
to perfect their clocks. Some








Great Engineers? That's what
Clemson was famous for, and these
guys were no exceptions. They were
working hard to finish their design
before the 7:00 p.m. deadline.
6:00pm
6:59pm
unning out of time was not something these
:udents wanted to think about. The final hour
/as chaos as groups struggled with last minute
etails and problems.
7:00pm
Only one minute left! The tension was
building. Would all of the clocks run for
ninety seconds without stopping?
They all worked! Every-
one was all cheers when
the presentations were fin-
ished. The cheering did not
last for long, though. The
professors' reward for do-
ing well was another







"The common thread of this college is that we have the
principle responsibility for training people whose re-
sponsibility or profession enables them to make impor-
tant intervention in the life space of other people.'
~ Dr. Harold E. Cheatham
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What do you plan to do fi»
with your major?
On August 16, 2001, Dr.Lawrence R. Allen be
came the Interim Dean of
the College of Health, Education,
and Human Development. He re-
ceived his Ph.D. from the Univer-
sity of Maryland in recreation with
an emphasis in counseling. He
has brought much success to this
part of Clemson University. The
College of HEHD was primarily
located in three buildings. Tillman
Hall was constructed in 1894 and
renovated in 1981. Non-HEHD
classes are also housed in Tillman.
The Education Department also
utilizes two other buildings,
Learning was not the only thing that occurs during a
day inside Edwards Hall. This building also held the
advising offices for Nursing, Health Science and Edu-
cation majors.
Godfrey Hall and Freeman Hall.
Lehotsky, constructed in L975and
renovated in 1988, also contains
non-HEHD majors. An Outdoor
I ,ab was located off-campus, it pro-
videdanarrayofactivities. Finally,
Edwards Hall was constructed in
1977. The Sullivan Center was also
housed in Edwards.T he College
of Health, Education, and Human
Development consisted of five aca-
demic departments including
Nursing, Parks Recreation and
Tourisim Management, Public
Health Sciences, and the School of
Education. This college played a
role in the success of Clemson.
Advising students was just one of the jobs ofMrs.
Hearn Advisors helped students register for
classes and decide w hat education path to pursue
Moving around the Clemson community, this
Joseph F. Sullivan C enter bus for \ursing and
Wellness was a vital tool for the health majors
at Clemson
.
Vftei undergraduateschool I plan
to attend graduate s< hoc
i, in hei ome .i urologist spn i.ih/-
mg in infertilit)
- knstm c ,onion. I reshman
<§
.
"I plan to teach high school and
willencourage students to pursue
a higher education
- Ann Greer, Junior
o
"With mj nursing degree 1 hope
to work in a hospital emergency
room one da) 1 mink it would be
\ erj ex< iting
Nicole Cononie, I reshman
CHEHO
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•Classroom experience was the
long awaited, or perhaps
dreaded, climax of earning a
degree in education. Students had the
opportunity to put their lesson plans
into action as they spent numerous
hours in designated schools through-
out the area. The semester of student
teaching was preceded by a practicum
in which education majors visited as-
signed schools several times a week to
get acquainted with students and ease
the transition to full time work. Stu-
dent teaching gave education majors
great exposure to the other side of learn-
ing and finally put them in their
teacher's shoes. For some it was a test
of patience, but for others a thrilling
experience. , ,, nr
~ amanda caldwell
Designing creative bulletin boards,
student teachers had the opportunity
to decorate the classroom before their
challenging days began.
Watching a third grader at work,
Ashlyn Bishop enjoyed spending time
with young children at West End El-
ementary.
Explaining the lesson for the day,
Casey McGovern tested the skills she'd
been learning the past couple years.
9:30am
Fulfilling her practicum requirements, Kelly Black
helped fourth graders at Whitehall Elementary School






.jetting on their level, Susan Orr sot on the floor with her
mirth grade students as she instruc ted them. Susan com-
pleted her practicum at Whitehall Elementary during her
senior year as an Education major.
-lashing back to the good ole days, Katie O'brien played on
:he playground with some other children. This was a much
leeded break that gave the rambunctious students time to
.ent their energy.
1:0
Brushing up on her math skills, Katv Williams patienth helped her first
grade students at Walhalla Elementary School. Katv spent two da) s a \\ eek
working with the children during her practicum.
\ bopm
Looking over one of her student's shoulders, Kadv House taught her third
grade class at West End Elemental) how to use computers. During their
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Volunteering at West End Elementary, Tina Davis spends time with individual children helping them with their verbal
communication skills. Tina was a Health Science major planning to specialize in Speech Therapy after graduation.
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(.".itching a breatl ther long day, th
challenges aw
Palmetto Bat









pitals across the upstate. Tina Davis spent time with chile
rartment of Oconee Memorial Hospital playing speech g
In
order to gain valuable field experience, nursing and health science majors
ventured out of the classroom and into hospitals, medical facilities, and even
elementary schools. Nursing majors traveled across the Upstate in the early hours of the morning
to satisfy their clinical requirements. Working in the hospitals took an extreme amount of patience
and motivation, but they took full advantage of the opportunity to put their classroom skills to
practice. Rather than completing a practicum, Health Science majors were required to have an
internship relating to their specific concentration area. Some worked in health care management
while others focused on applications such as physical therapy. Many of the students also volun-






Busily checking papers, Dr. Kosinski gives feed-
Jfl back to his students. Teaching was very impor-
tant to him and was the main reason he came to
Clemson.
Sitting in his tiny office, Dr. Kosinski proudly
displays his award. His hard work in the Depart-
ment of Biology really paid off.
The College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Life Sciences was proud to claim this year's
winner of the Teaching in Excellence award. Dr. Robert Kosinski, a professor in the
Department of Biology, received this award for the 2001-2002 academic year. Originally from
Bloomfield, NJ, he completed his undergraduate degree at Seton Hall in South Orange, NJ and
received his doctorate at Rutgers University in New Brunswick. After receiving his Ph.D., Kosinski
moved to Austin, TX and taught at TX A&M University for seven years. In 1984, a new curriculum
called the Biology Program, which was geared toward teaching freshmen, lured Dr. Kosinski away
from TX to the small southern town of Clemson, SC. "I thought it would be a great opportunity,"
Kosinski explained about his move. After living in Clemson for 18 years, he loved the small town
atmosphere. He especially enjoyed his job here at Clemson, since his primary responsibility focused
on instructional development rather than research. He taught first year biology, including an Honors
section. "Good teaching does not happen by accident," Dr. Kosinski commented. "It requires time


















































































Tigers travel to Idaho
The 2001 football seasonintroduced some hard-
ships on the Tigers, but
they did not face anything the
team could not overcome. It
was a team ef-
fort to make it to
Boisie, Idaho, at





players for the 2001 season
included Chad Carson, noted
for his top notch defensive
abilities. For the number of
rushing yards we had quar-
terback Woodrow Dantzler
and tailback Travis Zachary.
Charles Hafley led the team in
interceptions for the season.
AaronHunt led the Tigers with
74 points, and
Travis Zachary
was not far behind
with 66 points. The
Tigers' record for
the season, includ-
ing the Bowl game,
was 7-5 and 4-4 in
the ACC. Dantzler was
awarded the McFadden
Award, naming him the top






ning down the Hill, the Tigers got pumr.
another home game. Running down the H
around Ciemson as the most exciting 25 Seconds in colfi|
football. 81,473 fans packed into the stands, not includi)







1elebrating .1 touchdown, this riger isdoing his dance moves t" gel the < rowdnvolved l h>- crowd participation this
\v.ir w ,i» bettei than e\ ei I he t<-.>m did
well enough tomake il totheHumanitai
.111 Bowl in Boise, Idaho.
Fall 2001
Central Florida 21 13
Wofford 38 14
Virgina 24 26
Georgia Tech 47 44
NC State 45 37
North Carolina 3 38
Wake Forest 21 14
Florida State 27 41
Maryland 20 37
South Carolina 15 20
Duke 59 31
Humanitarian Bowl
Louisiana Tech 49 24
2001
ACC Barbecue: Family Stvl
B Bernard Rambert. Seconds later, tstadium erupted as Rambert ramblfor a 61 yard touchdown. ..that is un
the flag. Penalized for not havii
enough players on the line of scrii
owden Bowl I. Who can forget?
A 17-14 heart-breaking loss by
son Tommy to his father, Bobby
Bowden, and the eventual national
champion Seminoles. An instant clas-
sic. Bowden Bowl II? The matchup that mage, the game quickly shifted frorr
should have been...had it not been for possible instant classic to what hasbe
Georgia Tech a week before and a fate- the Tigers reality, another loss to FS
ful 54-7 trip to Tallahassee, where a While Clemson fought valiantly again
close game would be a big upset, what seems to be destiny's tide, tl
Bowden Bowl III? A little less hype and Seminoles continued to pound the 1
a little less draw than the previous two gers' young defense, and eventual
as the then 5-2 Seminoles faced off put the game away with a back-brea
against the 5-2 Tigers. Unlike their last ing 51-vard touchdown run in tl
trip to Clemson, however, the turning
point of this one was not reserved for
the final minute. Down 17-7 in the sec-
ond quarter, Tommy, living up to true
Bowden tradition, called for a fake punt
in the form of a direct snap to tailback
fourth quarter to defeat the Tigers 4
27. While the Tigers can only wait on<
more for next year, the Seminoles kno
that the tide in the ACC is shifting, ar
the Tigers may justbe primed and reac
to take the giant down...next season
~ alberto camacr
Guiding the Tiger offense down the field, senior quarterback Woodrovv Dantzler led his squad against
the ahvavs tough Seminole defense for the last time. While Dantzler never got that coveted win against
FSU during his stint as Clemson's field general, he generated a lot of excitement, 336 yards worth,
adding to his explosive and often times unbelievable college career.
Bowl III
Bursting through a gap in the defense, Clemson quarterback Woodrow Dantzler side stepped
defenders on his way to a Tiger first down. While scoring two touchdowns, the Heisman Trophy
candidate could not lead the team to victory as Florida State's young but talented defense held
Woody to only 59 yards on the ground.
Rushing for no gain, Florida State running back Nick Maddox found life against Clemson's young
but determined defense nothing to laugh about. While the Tigers did allow their opponents to score
41 points, the plavers knew that next time they would have another year of experience under their
belts and another big stage on which to prove their valor. ..at Tallahassee.
i&SWW news conference following a 41-2/his son Tommy and conference foe
Wm
Clemson
Dodging the Georgia Tech defenders, Brian Mance carries the ball with
the Tiger endzone in sight. Getting to the endzone was not an easy task for
the Tigers this game. Georgia Tech put up a good fight but was not able
to come out with the win even after overtime.
Scrambling for an opening, quarterback Woodrow Dantzler tries to gain
some yardage on this play. Woody often ran the ball rather than passing






Tech out of the running
for a first down. Thi \ k -
Di \ in Bobby Dodd Sta-
i was a big ACC win
he Tigers, moving
i up to 19"' in tho polls.
Clemson upsets GT
in overtime
Clemson traveled to Geor-
gia Tech for the football
game that ended in defeat
for the Wramblin' Wreck. The
game ended as quarterback
Woody Dantzler made the final
touchdown in overtime to make
the score 47-44. The irony in this
was only last year Georgia Tech
upset the Tigers in Death Valley,
but this year the upset took place
on GT turf in Bobby Dodd Sta-
dium. The game was fuel to the
fire lit under the Tigers. Coach
Tommy Bowden described this
game as a "defining moment" in
the season. Travis Zachary rushed
22 times for 79 yards and 3 touch-
beats
Protecting Dantzler, a teammate tries to keep him from getting sacked. Woody
was one of the leaders in rushing yards for the 2001 season.
downs. Many times, he assisted
in clearing the way for Dantzler to
be the shining star of the game.
The Tigers were in the lead until a
20-yard field goal sealed the tie
and sent the two teams to battle it
out in overtime. Had it not been
for GT quarterback George
Godsey and his 3 failed two-point
conversions, there would never
have been a chance for the Tigers
to walk away winners. Chad
Carson rightfully stated how he
"dreamed about having a game
where we can go out there and
listen to Tiger Rag and have all the
fans sitting and not leaving."




Defeating Louisiana Tech 49-24
in the snowy confines of Bronco
Stadium, the Tigers and their
fans experienced something
Clemson had not accomplished
since 1993- a bowl victory. One
of the keys to ending the Tigers
postseason slump of five con-
secutive losses was a dominat-
ing performance on both sides
of the ball. While still a rela-
tively young team, the Tigers
looked to use this victory to help
them develop and mature, mak-






Another year, another bowl game for Bowden and C 0111
pany. What the Tigers couldn't have anticipated at the
beginning of the season was a New Year's Eve trip to
nearby Boise, Idaho for the Humanitarian Bowl clash with
Lousiana Tech. Boise, Idaho? Louisiana Tech? In a season
where anything could happen did happen, the Tigers jumped
at the opportunity to make something of this season while
preparing themselves for the next year. Coming in with a 6-5
record, the Tigers looked more like the nine- or ten-game
winner many expected this season.Clemson connected on four
consecutive possessions in the third quarter to turn a 14-10
halftime lead into a 49-24 romp. Even in the cold and snowy
conditions atop bright blue astroturf of Bronco Stadium, the
Tigers seemed unphased. They moved the ball easily behind
Woodrow Dantzler's arm and junior tailback Bernard Rambert's
legs, breaking the Tigers five-gamebowl losing streak. Rambert,
i playing in his first full game of the season, dazzled by amassing
178 yards of offense and two touchdowns, while Dantzler
finished his exceptional Tiger career with 275 total yards and
: four touchdown passes. However, the most impressive perfor-
mance came from the Tiger defense, which was able to confuse
and pressure Louisiana Tech quarterback Luke McCown, forc-
ing three interceptions and six sacks while holding their run-
ning backs to a feeble 49 yards on the ground. Many may have
seen this game as a good end to a roller coaster season, but it
may just be the stepping stone the young Tigers needed for






Those familiar cheers that came over the
loud speaker were not from the sky but from
the Clemson Varisty and JV Cheerleaders.
The cheerleaders showed up every Satur-
day morning to prepare and get motivated
for football games, where they led crowds of
60,000 or more fans in the familar cheers and
chants. The cheerleaders traveled to Daytona
Beach for a competition against otherNCAA
schools. They practiced Monday through
Friday from 7p.m. to 9p.m. Their strenuous
workouts were based on individual time
schedules and physical abilities. The cheer-
leaders choreographed a performance with
the Rally Cats as part of the Homecoming
performance. The Rally Cats showcased their
rhythmic ability while the Varsity and JV
squads paired up for stunts. The number
ended with a collaboration of the Rally Cats
and Cheerleaders performing a dance. This
was just one of the many excitements that
the cheerleaders performed. Game days for
the cheerleaders were also spent walking
around and visiting Clemson family tail-
gates. And just prior to game time, the Clem-
son parade of Cheerleaders, Rally Cats, and










Standing tall, the i heerleaders Bho\* then en
thusiasm at rigerama I lu- squad debuted im
pressi\ e stunts pro> ing thai hours oi hard work




c a u g h t a
glimpse of the
football action








and root on the
Tigers.
Doing what they do best, the females on the
squad practice one of their many dances. Coor-
dinating their moves w ith the band's changing
tempos was not as easy as it looked.
CHEERLEADERS
2£7
Cheering for their favorite team (Clemson of
course!), the Rally Cats worked together with the
cheerleaders to heighten the level of excitement
in the crowd.
Spinning, leaping, and jumping, the Rally Cats
moved across the stage with energy and excite-
ment.
zm
Pumping up the crowd with their moves, these
girls always smiled and showed their enthusiasm.
SPORTS
Rallyin' the Crowd
Rally Cats dance and cheer
for the big game!
Once again, the Rally Cats wowed
crowds with hip-hop dance
moves. They moved with agil-
ity, spirit, and grace that only a group as
devoted as the Rally Cats could pull off.
These young ladies worked hard in and
out of the dance studio in order to put on
an exciting routine for all of the Clemson
fans. They generally danced on the side-
lines of football games. Although they
enjoyed the football games, their claims
to fame were the basketball games where
they spent much of the time cheering and
dancing on the sidelines and then per-
forming a half-time show to amaze the
audience. Crowds at both the football
and basketball games roared as the danc-
ers got them pumped up for the second
half. The Rally Cats were featured in the
Welcome Back Festival and the First Fri-
day Parade, as well as other special
events. The girls also appeared at
Tigerama, Clemson's largest pep rally.
They teamed up with the cheerleaders to
put on a dance routine that the audience
loved. These were definitely some of














Men's Soccer Team ended
this year with an impressive spot
in the Elite Eight. Assistant Coach
Eddie Carvacho
joined the coaching







son coaching the Tigers. Fans
flocked to Historic Riggs Field to
watch the Tigers kick their way to
victory, and the team never failed
show. A triple overtime 1-0 win
over the University of Kentucky
during the second round of the
NCAA Tournament was a high-
light of the season, not only be-
cause of the exciting
victory, but the game
also celebrated
Coach Adair's 100th
win. With eight re-
turning starters and a
strong defense, suc-
cess was inevitable
for the team. They re-
cruited seven new players this sea-
son to further strengthen their of-
fense, and strong leadership of the
team's top players helped the Ti-




to watch the Tigers












College of Charleston S-l





























Sliding into the ball is a power-
ful defensive move to keep the
visiting team in their place. This
was just one of the many ways
that the Tigers were able to
impose their defensive style.
scoreboard
Struggling to take possession of the ball,







































rhis past year was full of
excitement for the women's
soccer team. They had a
,/onderful season with only three
;>sses. In addition, three ladies
iade the first
,3am and one
iade it to the







?am while Paige Ledford made
ie third team. Carson, the goal-
eeper, finished the season with
.89 allowed average and 83 saves,
rowne finished with 9 goals and
assists for 26 points, Arrington
The women had an
exciting year and
were proud of their
accomplishments.
had 11 goals and 3 asists for 25
points, and Ledford had 10 goals
and 5 assists for 25 points. The
ladies were also excited to hear
they had gotten a bid for theNCAA
tournament, making
this their eighth con-
secutive year partici-
pating in the tourna-
ment. They had a 1-0
victory over Ken-
tucky in the first
round, followed by a
1-0 victory in the sec-
ond round over
Florida State which advanced
them to the Final 16. The women
had an exciting year and were very
proud of their accomplishments.
Their only goal was to perform






Utilizing their -.tri'ngth and
skills, thu 1 ady I igers \\ere of-
ten able to control the flow ot
the game
V
Running down the field, Clemson players, Fabio Tambosi (10) and Paul Souders (12) attempted to gain contro
the ball to further advance them in the NCAA tournament.
W He Sa id
Boys versus girls. The eternal
battle of the sexeswas everywhere,
especially in sports. The men's
and women's soccer teams not
only competed against rival
schoolsbut also against each other
for the attention of the student
body and the local community.
Men's sports usually brought the
most fans, but that didn't mean
that they played any harder or
better than their female counter-
parts. Both teams represented
their alma mater well and went
on to post-season play. The
women advanced to the Final 16
and the men went to the Elite 8 in
their post-seasons. Coach Adair,
the men's head coach, was espe-
cially pleased this past season
when he received his one hun-
dredth win after a triple over-
time in the NCAA tournament
game against University of Ken-
tucky. The women's team was
more than pleased with a chance
at the Final 16 and watching three
of their teammates making the
All-South first team and one mak-
ing the third team. Both teams
enjoyed an excellent season as
they cheered each other on.
~ dionna hendrix
It's the battle of the sexes.
Men's vs. Women's Soccer
Greeting teammates, KatieCarson entered the Throwing the Kill into plaj , Katie c arson looked for an
game with a huge welcome. Katie ended the open player. Katie w as the sixth women's soccer player in
seasonasagoalkeeperwith83savesand break- Clemson history to be named Ail-American.
ing the career ACC record with 34 shutouts
Defending from an approaching rival, Leigh Clark headed toward the goal.
Leigh enjoyed her senior season as a mid and back fielder for the women's team.




The Clemson Men's Basket-ball team once again had a
roller coaster season in 2001 -
2002. Though the ACC was again
stacked with talent and skill, the
Tigers, at first
glance, were not.
With the early loss
of All-American
Will Solomon to the




forced to find leadership in their
young bench. Filling the shoes and
stepping up on the team was junior
Edward Scott, leading the team
throughout the season. Young
sophomore powerhouses Chris
Hobbs and Tony Stockman fol-
lowed Scott's lead. This lethal com-
bination of passing, long range
shooting, and rebounding gave
Clemson the power they needed to
overcome the more powerful ACC
teams. Coach Larry
Shyatt returned for a







McKnight, and freshman Chey
Christie showed potential for a suc-
cessful future. At times, when the
Tigers could have easily given up,
Shyatt's leadership and determi-
nation prevailed and the Tigers al-
ways put forth their best.
~ chris ogles & travis spain
/ards the hole, junior leader Edward Scott
;
a lay-up dodging the Duke defenders. The Duke ga:





Stealing the ball from Wake Forest, fbmas Nagys headed down the court to help get the rigers ba< k
in the game. The Tigers game this season wasn't very consistent, but they [Hit up a good tight
lumping up tor the put-back, junior Iomas Nagys lept for the rebound. I le was recognized as the
ACC's most improved player of the year.
• <>
coreboard
Fading awa) from the defender so|
I onj Sto< km. in pulled up in the
defender's eyes to drain a three pointei




Georgia Tech 76 83
Virginia 52 68
Wake Forest 96 55
N. C. State 80 79
Maryland 99 90
Florida St. 68 63
North Carolina 87 69
Duke 98 88
Georgia Tech 74 50
Virginia 85 71
Wake Forest 115 118
N. C. State 83 54
Maryland 84 68
Florida St. 78 87
North Carolina 96 78
ACC Tournament
Florida State 91 84
2001-2002
Squeezing through the defense, >
Crystal Scott drove up the laneand pulli
ip for the tough jumper. Krystal pro-
vided leadership throughout the season scoreboardmmEM
Soaring to the rim, senior transfer Marci
Glenney lept for the lay-up. She was a






North Carolina 89 85
Wake Forest 58 46
Maryland 47 60
N.C. State 51 62
Georgia Tech 83 79
Florida St. 43 56
Virginia 65 73
Duke 77 69
North Carolina 86 76
Wake Forest 46 65
Georgia Tech 65 68
N. C. State 52 63
ACC Tournament
N.C. State 65 52
To Build On
"I enjoyed going to all
the girls' basketball
games when I could.
They were exciting to
watch and hopefully
we'll win the ACC
next year."
Woody Clark, Senior
When the basketball sea-
son started atClemson,
everyone knew that
the women's team would again
igo above and beyond to show us
winning season. With veterans
in the backcourt,
the Lady Tigers
started off the sea-






and Chrissy Floyd came to the
forefront as the team leaders.
Floyd led the team in scoring for
the past two seasons while Scott
was third. Floyd also led theACC
in free throws and team steals.
Marci Glenney was the most ver-
satile player contributing aggres-
sive offense and great ball-han-
dling abilities as a forward. Other









to win 20 games,
win the ACC
Championship, and receive a bid
from the NCAA tournament. Al-
though the Lady Tigers did not
advance in the ACC tournament
their chance for a NCAA bid was
not completely lost.
~ chris ogles & travis spain
ting tor the ball, juniorLeah
crashed the boards with a
nole. Her ability to gain rebounds







shows us that he
didn't come to






Dribbling down the court against NC State, Tony Stockman beats his opponent to the basket. Strength ,
were two skills that the Tigers used to outmaneuver their opponents.
He Shoots
The game of basketball re-quired skill, practice, deter-
mination, and team morale.
It was quite easy for the Men and
Lady Tigers to show all of the above
virtues. It had been noticed that
when there was less of a crowd,
there was less enthusiasm during
the game. Even though the Men's
team naturally got the bigger
crowd, the Women's team had yet
to be discouraged. No matter how
many fans came to the game, our
Lady Tigers consistently showed
that they meant business. Since the
1982 inaugural Women's NCAA
tournament, the Lady Tigers made
fourteen appearances. The talent
and motivation portrayed by the
Lady Tigers was apparent by them
competing it in the NCAA tourna-
ment so many times. The Mens
team participated in seven NCAA
tournaments since their first ap-
pearance in 1980, but received sev-
enteen post-season bids combined
for both the NIT and NCAA tour-
naments. Although the Men's team
did not have as much success in
receiving bids for the NCAA, they
consistently had a young team in
the process of developing their
skills. However, there was a need
for the Men's team to keep a consis-
tent roster. Many felt that the game
was different for men's and
women's basketball. The competi-
tionwas not harder for either team,
it was a matter of how the team
took on the challenges presented
by their respective opponents.
~ bryn smith & dionna hendrix
- molly feldi
Maneuvering around her opponent, Marci Glenney drives toward the paint, while Julie
Aderhold (30), posts up to help out her teammate. The Lady Tigers held up their composure
throughout all of their games.









rest for a few min-
utes before getting
back on the court.
Set it, Spike it!!!
*X
it s all team work
One of the first thingspeople noticed when
watching these Lady Ti-
gers was their team spirit. No mat-
ter which way their game was
going, they continued to encour-






and for their coach,
Jolene Hoover.
Throughout the
game, they continued to give each
other high fives and pats on the
back as they continually held pep
talks on and off the court. This
could have been difficult when
they weren't winning the game,
Regardless of how
the game went, they
con-tinued to en-
courage each other.
yet they made it look easy and
didn't let their status affect their
team spirit. This year's seniors
included Anne Berki, Tami
Bysura, Meredith Kirtland, and
Jodi Steffes, who made important
contributions dur-
ing their careers at
Clemson. This
year, there were
some big changes in
the rules, the big-
gest being the new
use of rally scoring;
furthermore,
gameswere played to thirty points
instead of fifteen. The new rules
did not affect the girls' spirit how-
ever, and their strong bond this




Top: Pulling hard, this swimmer tries to pull his team into first place. Butterfly was one of the hardest
strokes to learn. Above: Wading through the pool, senior Nina Douglas prepares for the upcoming
meet. As a member of the 400 meter free relay team, she helped lead her team to victory.
Gasping for air, senior Emily Hustead
gives a strong finish. Fly was only one
of her best events; Hustead also ex-





















The water was fast this year
as Clemson's Swimming
and Diving Team broke








noles by only one
point. Both the
men's and
women's teams depended on the
strength of the freestyle and med-
ley relays to advance them in the
battle for conference champion-
ships. Several pool records were
broken by these powerful relay
teams. Coach Bruce Marchionda
stressed team unity and attrib-
uted their success to the cohe-
siveness among team members.











with improvements to the deck
and starting blocks. With 5 new
records set for the women's team
and 2 new records for the men,
the Tiger Swimming and Diving
Team completed another great
season.
~ a. caldwell & d. france
propelled themselves forward with ev-
ery powerful stroke. Enduring two tough
practices a day helped improve the







Put Me in Coach!
I'm ready to play
.
The Clemson Tiger baseballteam had won 40 games for
the past 14 seaons and
strived to do as well or better once
again in 2001. Coming off one of
their best seasons in
years, the Tigers
started off ranked




lead the team to an
ACC champion-
ship. Coach Leggett
has been the head coach for the
past 7 years, and promoted two of
his coaches this season: TimCorbin,
a Clemson coach for nine years,
and Kevin O'Sullivan, a four-year




play ball this past sea-
son."
student Thomas Weir
It seemed as though the Tigers
only lost and won in spurts of 4
and 5 this past season. They had
two four-game winning streaks
and three five-game winning
streaks, one of those
ending the last five
games of the season.
Those wins gave the
Tigers the confi-
dence they needed to
go into the post-sea-
son tournaments.
They knew it would
be a tough road, and
it turned out to be just that. The
Tigers lost two of the three ACC
championship games but still
gained a spot in the NCAA tour-
nament. The team eventually lost
to Miami but not before complet-




"Our goal is to repeat
as ACC Champions





- Coach Bob Pollock
for time...
Head for the finish lin<
k.inershri brow
During the season the Tigers
continually made a run for
the ACC Championship.
Long meets, hot days, and numer-
ous practices were just a few of the
trials the Tigers had to cope with.
Throughout the season ^R
both the men's and
j




women's team to a sec-
ond place finish in the
ACC Indoor Track and
Field championships. Moton broke
a ten year old ACC record in the
shot put and theACC Indoor weight
throw record. She was named Most
Valuable Performer. The team fin-
ished third in the NCAA Champi-
onship. On the men's team, Jacey
Harper was one of the outstanding
runners. During the Grand PrixUSA
Indoor Track and Field Champion-
ships, Harper and teammates Otto
Spain, Garrick Copes, and Ato
Mobido won first place in the Men's
4 x 400 meter relay. The four men
^^5| qualified and trav-
eled to run in the
World Champion-






Larry Griffin was announced as
Rookie of the Year. Men's teamHead
Coach Bob Pollock was also hon-
ored with an award of ACC coach.
The Men's teamwon its fifth straight
ACC Indoor Track and Field Cham-
pionship and placed twentieth at
the NCAA Championships.
~ kathleen wood
Leaping for distance the long and the triple jumps take si
and practice. The long jump and triple jump were ft
events that the Clemson track team excelled at this p<
season.
standing iini-1 surp
i rucker prepares foi the WO meter [ndh iual team records were
cpectations
Jumping over the hurdles in synchronization, Sultan Tucker and Todd Mathews battle for the gold.
The track team was very competitive, even among themselves.
schedule
Setting up m the starting bli •
runner prepares to out perform his op-
ponents I hct lemson I niversity tr.u k
team mat* Ked and beat man)






















going the extra mile
C oming off the 2000-2001season with a sixth placefinish in the ACC Cham-
pionships and a fourteenth place
finish at the Southeast Regional,
the 2001-2002 run-
ning Tigers im-







all. The Lady Tigers
were led by sophomore Renee
Keydoazious, who placed fourth,
and by Kristi Toothman with a
fifth place finish. The men's cross
country team opened the season
with the Appalachian State Invi
tational on August 31, 2001 . Team
mates trained by running around
campus in groups to support and
motivate each other. "Running
next to a partner
who is trying to beat
you at your per-
sonal best, or just
trying to keep up
with you, makes




The team ended the season plac-
ing seventh in the ACC Champi-
onship on home ground and an





runs ahead of every-
one else. The aver-
age race was 3.5


















A season to remember
In
a span of four days, the men's
tennis team played its best tennis
of the year. The Tigers won three
straight matches and advanced to the
ACC Championship title game for the
first time since 1997. The Tigers ousted
nationally ranked North
Carolina and Virginia on
theirway to the champion-
ship match up. "It was a
season to remember," said
men's tennis Head Coach
Chuck Kriese. "This team
has nothing but heart. We
lost 13 straight matches,
but at the ACC Tournament we had our
guys back healthy, and we made a run at
it. We couldn't have imagined anything
better." The Tigers were riddled with
injuries, which did hamper the team's
regular season performance. However,
the team did not crumble under the
weight of missed opportunities. "Any
other team would have packed up their
bags, but we kept on doing the right
things." Even though he was the last
prepared to slam it over the
net. The Men's Tennis team
went through drill after drij
during the tough practices
prepare for their matches.
"The bar will never
be lowered. We
want Clemson
tennis to always be
a force." -Coach
Chuck Kriese
man off the court, Daren Kn
_
posted the team's most courae;eou
performance of the tournameni
Against North Carolina, Knight wa
down a set and came back to win th
match in a tiebreaker. "He was ou









Gojanovic the duo finished the tour
nament with a 3-0 performance. Th
team demonstrated outstanding
character and proved their domi
nance at theACC Tournament. Mucl
of the credit goes to the team captaii
Brad Emendorfer. "He had a grea
vision of what needed to be done






Squinting into the sun, this player prepared to serve the ball
The team's long matches \\ ere tiring under the hot sun, but the



















Approaching the net, Ashlea Bowen awaited her opponer
return in one of the many volleys during her second year


































The Women's Tennis Teambegan the 2001 - 2002 season
with high hopes, energy,
|and motivation. From the first day
on the courts, these nine women
strategized their sea-
son and set out to
achieve their goals,
one of which was to
have a player in the
finals of every tour-
nament in which
they competed. "We
did not just hit the
target; we shattered
it," commented sophomore Ashlea
Bowen. "Our coaches worked re-
ally hard to provide us with hours
of intense drills on the court and
tough conditioning off the court"
which paved the way for the team's
successful season. Their accom-
"We did not just hit
the target; we shat-
tered it."
~ Ashlea Bowen
pushments may alsobe attributed
to team unity bridging the gap of
cultural differences expected of
any team consisting of members




only two from the
United States. In
addition to grow-




selves individually and improve
their overall game. Coach Harris
set out to build aggressive play-
ers, and the end result was a com-
petitive, determined team who
refused togo down without a fight.
~ amanda caldwell
Waiting for her opponen
serve, sophomore Anna
Dolinska focused intently on
her game. Journeying from
Warsaw, Poland, Anna took full



















The Clemson Rowing Team,
coached by Susie Lueck with
the assistance of Kelly Lynch
and Laura Slice, finished off their
2001 season with several national
titles. The team lost
only five seniors,
which gave them a
good chance of fin-
ishing the 2002 sea-
son stronger. The




They kicked off their fall season at
the Carolina Classic in Durham,
North Carolina. Then they headed
to Savannah, Georgia for the Head
of the South Regatta where the
Varisty 8+ took first, second, and
seventh place. In Boston, the ladies
took 20th place in the Head of the
"The unity on the team
is extremely strong, and
they each realize that
everyone has a place on
the team."
- Coach Lueck
Charles Regatta in which they com-
peted against fifty-four of the top
boats in the nation. The Varsity 8+
claimed the championship at the
work's second largest regatta, Head
of the Chattahoochie.
The ladies then fin-
ished off their season
at the Rivanna Romp
in Charlottesville, Vir-
ginia. Here the Var-
sity 8+, the Novice 8+,
and the Varsity 4+ all
finished with great
times. These girls have
shown that they are more than just a
group of great athletes. The team
posted an all-time highGPA with an
average of 3.3, and they named 33
girls to the Honor Roll. This group of
girls that excelled in the classroom
and on water has demonstrated what
a true Clemson athlete is made of.
-katherine Johnson
Fall 2001
villain unison, the 8-t boat followed the coxswain'scommands as they raced against the ckx k.iiul the




Head of the South
Augusta, GA
















Team was definitely on
the prowl. The team
ranked fifth in both col-
lege polls for the fall sea-
son. The golf teamwas on
the rise during the first
half of the season. The
Tigers started as the thir-
teenth team in the nation,
and due to great instruc-
tion from Coach Larry
Penley, the men found
their way to the top five.
The golf team finished
third in both the Long
Cove Invitational and the
Jerry Pate Intercollegiate
Tournament, while also
finishing fourth at the
Carpet Capital Classic in
Georgia. Leading theway
for the Tigers was U.S.
amateur qualifier and the
nation's #1 golfer, D.J.
Trahan. Trahan burned
up the links this fall set-
ting records for the most
first or second place fin-
ishes with five and the
lowest stroke average of
69.77. Younger golfers
such as Gregg Jones and
Michael Sims helped
Trahan and fellow junior
Ben Duncan carry the
team through the win-
ning season. The Clem-
sonMen's GolfTeam only
had a short break before
the spring season was
back in full swing begin-






shot. Ben, a jun-
ior on the team,







Watching these boys play is
painful. They suffered from
broken collar bones, fingers,
arms, ribs, and more. These
guys weren't scared of any-
thing. Their goal was to go
out and win, but of course
thev had fun too.
Throwing the ball to a team-
mate, Captain Jack Andruski
tossed it away to keep the
ball from getting into the op-
ponents' hands.
"It has been exciting just
being involved with a
great group ofyoung men
who have set the bar at
such a level that their repu-
tation forbeing gentlemen
and scholarsnowprecedes




~ james baxter & bryn h. smith
ring England, a party of thirty-seven Rugby members, enjoyed their winterbreakby visiting historic sites
oi course playing rugby. The team played a total of tour games, two A side games and two B side games,
ry team member greatly enjoyed the tour and found the experience to be most rewarding
ining down the field, Bunny, as the team calls him, makes a big play to keep the ball to their advantage.
the players wanted their chance to score, but they worked together to make sure that their team came out
op and protected their teammates as they went for the score.
RepresentingC lemsonl niversit)
with their heads held high, the
Rugb) team i ompleted another
fine season. I his fall, the number oi
athletes thatattended the firsttwo train-
ing sessions had Coaches Platl and
Gaine drooling o\ er the season's possi-
bilities. As the lust few weeks passed,
attendance was expected to drop, but it
staved constant throughout. Man)
great aspects can be taken from the
season; the A side lost three of four
games to Division Cnv schools b) <i
mere combined total of fifteen points.
This boded well tor the upcoming sea-
son when other schools will be very
wary of our potential. The 13 side sim-
ply never failed to amaze as the rookie
players yearned for playing time to
prove their abilities and push for that A
side jersey.
The naming of seven players as Geor-
gia All Stars was eclipsed bv three oi
the starting A side being selected for
the South All Stars, including Captain
Jack Andruski, Jonathan Mullikin, and
Jason Hudak. Coach Simon joined the
coaching staff at the end of the season,
adding his experience to this exciting
club. There are not many, if any other
sides that can boast three Level Three
certified coaches on their staff.
Rugby created a new piece of Clemson
history this winter becoming the first
club team to tour internationally. The
team raised over $26,000 during a four
month period to pa) tor the tour. While
in England, members of the team had a
chance to visit many historic cities in-
cluding Oxford, London, and Rugby
(the birth place oi the game itself!). On
the tour the team continued the rugby
tradition oi making friends wherever
they go as they played against teams
half way across the world.
521
RUGBY
Sailing through the air, Graham Fizer (far
left), showed his grace as a jumper at the
Alabama tournament. Jumping was always
the most exciting event at collegiate tourna-
ments, with jumps exceeding 150 feet. Land-
ing her jump, Molly Felde (left) competed in
Tempe, Arizona.
Kicking off the ramp, Kip Walker (top right)
soared in Tempe. Kerri Frates (right) showed
off her tricking style, while fosefin Kdeback
(right), one of the top collegiate slalom skiers
flew around the buoys. Cutting to the ramp,
Chevis Collins (bottom right) displayed the
importance of keeping your skis on their edges
to gain more speed and distance.
Skiing with the sun behind him, Mike Hirst,
a senior, tied for the Collegiate Men's 2000
Slalom National Champion title. Slalom is
10% style and 90% mental, and Mike was
able to prove his tremendous ability under
pressure time and time again with his per-
fect technique and unwavering nerves.
r.'.'H. 1. Idi
( heering for thru teammates ai the ( ollegiate Water ski Nationals in fempe Vrizona, these students
showed their Clemson Pride by spelling out ( I I M-S-O-N on their backs
Collegiate Waterskiing was
made up of three events:
Slalom, Trick and Jump.
The goal of slalom skiing was to
maneuver around six buoys and
through two sets of gates. For each
pass completed, the boat speed
was increased up to 34 or 36 miles
per hour, and then the rope was
shortened. In trick skiing, as many
tricks as possible were performed
within 20 seconds. The goal in
jump was to travel horizontally as
far as possible off of a five-foot
ramp. Each team was allowed up
to five skiers in the men's and
women's events. Even after quite
a few valuable members gradu-
ated last year, the team was still
able to accomplish a lot this past
season. The Clemson YVaU'rskiKTs
made itto the CollegiateNationals
for the sixth straight year, coming
in 8th overall. Nationals \\ ere held
inTempe, Arizona on a new man-
made lake right next to the Ari-
zona State Sun Devil's Stadium.
While the men's team was full of
talent in both slalom and jump,
they could have used some more
trick skiiers. The men came in
fourth overall at Nationals. The
women's National Team consisted
of only three skiers: Josefin
Edeback, Kerri Frates and Molly
Felde. Despite their small size, they
were still able to obtain 8 th place at
Nationals. Together the men and
women were awarded an overall








~ travis spain & chris ogles
Intramural sportswas an excit-
ing activity for many of the
students here at Clemson. It
gave the students an oppurtunity
to let loose on the the weeknights
and enjoy some fun competition.
Softballwas one of the most popu-
lar sports this year. Not only could
the students arrange teams and
compete against one another, they
could compete against the oppo-
site sex. This opened up a new
challange for most students. At
first glance, softball may have
seemed easy and less exciting than
the other sports offered. Although
it's a slow pitched, fat softball, it
could be hard to really smack.
Not only was it harder to hit than
expected, the fielding proved to
be quite challenging as well. All
that was required to form a team
was a roster, a $25 deposit, and
attendance at the games. Softball
also gave many ex-baseball and
softball players the chance to play
on their field of dreams again.
The players were inspired by the
chance to show off their skills as
they competed for the champion-
ship and the coveted T-shirts sig-
nifying their dominance over the
other teams. The teams were not
necessarily random students vs.
other random students. Groups,
organizations, and greeks took to
the same field and competed for
more than bragging rights.
Looking for the runner
to cross home, the play-
ers awaited their turn
at bat. Many close
|
games came down to
the wire as the players







Encouraging their teammates, these frisbee players
waited on the sidelines for their turn to play. The players
substituted through the course of the game.
Hurling the frisbee down the field, Tim Haskell hoped
the other team did not intercept it. Frisbee was a fast-
paced game and speed was an integral part of the teams'
successes, (far right)
Playing in gloves, Tim Haskell snagged the frisbee just
before it hit the ground. A little cold weather did not
deter hardcore ultimate players from throwing the disc.
nA
A
Displaying their team spirit. Super Girl and the Struggle Squad rejoice aftei .1 victor) I Ins ten
various superhero costumes during ever) game.
On any grassy spot aroundcampus, many Clemson
students could be seen
with a frisbee. However, most of
these students were not out for a
leisurely afternoon; they were in-
volved in a fast-paced game com-
bining a frisbee with features of
football and soccer. Ultimate
frisbee was one of the most popu-
lar intramural sports with five
divisions of more than five teams
each. Most teams were associ-
ated with student organizations.
Intramural ultimate teams played
in both Fall and Spring semes-
ters. The teams competed against
each other in four to five weekly
games, and finished the season
with the Intramural Playoffs. This
fall, Scooby Doo, a team of Re-
formed University Fellowship,
won the Championship, complet-
ing a two-semester consecutive
win for RUF teams. Ultimate
frisbee was not just an intramu-
ral sport, however; Clemson also
had a Club Ultimate team. The
Joint Chiefs of Waft was begun in
1975 and was one of the oldest
Ultimate teams in the South. This
year a new women's club team
called Orange Crush was added.
The Joint Chiefs of Waft hosted
the Joint Summit Classic in
March, as well as the All-Confer-
ence Regionals in April. They also
opened several practices to any
students wanting to come out and











Tigers playing on ice!
~ brvn h. smith
Clemson has a hockey team? For the
past two years Clemson's hockey
team has been establishing itself
and making its mark. This year the skating
Tigers have been recognized by the ACC
as part of the Blue Ridge Hockey Confer-
ence, one of the most competitive confer-
ences in the South. The team met, prac-
ticed, and played four times a week at the
Greenville Ice Pavillion. Their season
spanned from September to March. Noth-
ing was more exhilarating than watching
the game as a player is checked into the
glass right in front of you. Fans cheered
while the players duked it out on the ice.
They pushed and shoved each other down
the ice, all to gain control of a small puck.
The team had an exciting season, travelling
as far away as Northern Virginia on a tour
bus, to play opponents in the BRH Confer-
ence. The team was kept alive by leading
scorer Chris Turner. Other powerhouses
on the team included Travis Watts, Peter
Guylas, Noah Fowler, and Curtis Newman.
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ROW 1: Robert Olson, Jo-
seph Mulvihill, Justin
Winski, Mike LeRoy, Jack
McKenzie, Darias Sami,
feremy Gregory, Jason
Rabon. Row 2: Adam
Hogan, Tripp Atkins, Chris
Atkins, Matt Evans, Sam
Parsons, Nick May, David
Rosenthal. ROW 3: Kevin
Sheehan,John Foster,Todd
Rigler, Doug Lewis, Rhett
Wilson, Adam Brown.
ROW 4: Wesley Wight-




rROW 1 : Melissa Kuhns, Treasurer;
Laura Murphy, Panhellenic; Jes-
sica Gilstrap, Secretary; Ashleigh
McDaniel, Vice President. ROW
2: Brantley Butler, New Member










rtifei t rawford, Kimberlj
Nelson,Gena( Juerzon, Al-
exia Andrews, Kelly
I Iim'ih hci . Ma< \ Weaver,
Cind) Richardson,
Samantha Sexton ROW 2:
BetS) Sutherland









Simpson, [at kie 1 li( ks.
ROW 4: Beck) Knight,
Mandy Wyant, Laura
Harley, Donna Axmocida,
C risty Keith, Jennifer
Johnson, Ashleigh Smith,
ErinWallej ROW 5 Krissi
Kelly, Julie Parker, Lind-







ibbles, Parker Lawton. ROW
w S. Johnson, Adam Way,































ROW 1: Johnathan Heh, William Whiteside,
Kristin Merritt. ROW 2: Susan Johnson, Will
Powell, Stacey Williams. ROW 3: Robert
McKinnon, Christine Olsen, Eric Krantz, Heidi
Betz.
ROW 1: Cindy Pury (Faculty Advisor), Hanan Trotman,
Stephanie Warshaw, Melissa Falzetta (President), Thomas
Perlet. ROW 2: Nicole Weatherby, Katie Conard (Treasurer),










ROW 1: Erin Taylor, Dawn Cassanova, Valerie
Budzinski, Kristen Parker. ROW 2: Rebecca Rowell,
Julie Copan, Paige DuRant, Ashley Long. Not Pic-
tured: Angie Conn.
brvn h. smitli























ROW 1: Paul Lee, Kevin Cross,
Chris Urban, Meredith Dance
(Sweetheart), Danny Griffin, Will
Henderson, Bryce Plexico, Rich
Low. ROW 2: Wes Wightman,
Clay Rogers, Michael Oberg,
Harvin Smith, Steve Smith, Matt
Qstwalt. ROW 3: Chris McGee,
Daniel Bean, Rob Marines,
Nathan Blanton, Zack Adams,
Paul Daigle, Charlie Forrester.
ROW 4: Arron Aiken, Cooper
Winn, Willis Bowers, Josh
Lombardo, Tripp Walsh,

























The way to love anything is to realize that it might be lost/' ~ G.K. Chesterton
"Hold fast to dreams, for if dreams die















































































































A day at the beach in Sea Island, GA. A
good time was had by all!
Mary Anne and Wanda Best of
Friends!
Jessica Schappell
Christmas 2000 at home in Augusta, GA.
Spring Break 2001 in Lake Tahoe, NV.
It's like they say...Reno, Tahoe, and



















If you can imagine it
you can create it.
If you can dream it,







Whine Jess, Breath more;
Talk less, Say more;
? less. Love more;
"Sweedish Proverb
JACQUELINE WOOD






























ROW 1: Jennifer Aulick, Kelly Lester, Regan Prince,
Carrie Cate. ROW 2: Charlie Wilson, David Powell,
Wayne Shealy, Jessica Cummings. ROW 3: Jon Lamb,
J. Adam Black, Rusty Charles, Brad Putman, Michael
O'Dell. ROW 4: Will Jacobs, Reid Walker, Jimbo Craig,
Gene Rogers, Eric Koehler, Jim Burati, Devin McClain.
ROW 1: Ashley Flynn, Kim Bowman, Jeannie Roper, Crystal Mauldin, Jennifer Brown,
Steph Johnson, Elizabeth Merchant, Valerie Harrison, Meg Hayes, Serah Vogus. ROW
2: Kim Summer, Day Gulledge, Joy Ashford, Erin Gross, Shelly-Ann Weber, Lacy
Blanchard, Laura Singer, Heather Thomas, Marcy O'Callaghan. ROW 3: Jessica Anders,
Sally Bull, Britt Cooper, Catherine Sams, Brandy Strickland, Erin Pickens, Courtney






Ml.M l>l Kb: \morn mart r>in|arupnan, Apicnai
Ritvirool, Ansa Pakdeesusuk, Banhan Lila,
Bunjerd Jongsomjit, Chakrit Watcharopas,
Chalaka Boonruang, Chanika Hobatr,
Duangkhae Sitthicharoenchai, [akrawan
Kunadilok, |irapan Liangrokapart, Jirapha
Linbupassiriporn, Joongjai Panpranot,
Kajorndaj Phimphilai, Kalya Eaiprasertsak,
Kandis Sudsakorn, Kanoktip Nimitkiatklai,
Karis Boonruang, Kitsiri Kaewpipat, Kobkhan
Gubtapol, Morrakot Raweewan, Ninlawan
Cholmrit, Nisanrat Navapan, Nithinart
Thammakotanonla, Patcharawadee
Suwanathada, Piangjai Panichkun, Pornpen
Atorngitjawat, Praparsiri Srisopapom, I'rapot
Kunthong, Prasit Limbupasiriporn, Rakchart
Traiphol, Ruedee Rangsaritrasamee,
Ruephuwan Chantrasa, Rungchat Chompu-
invwat, Sarunya Hengpraprom, Sittichai
Kaowkuekool, Somchai Liangrokapart,
Suthaya Phimphilai, Tipparat Laohavidiien,




ROW 1 : Suzanne Golay,
Nadiya Vargola, Quyen
B. Nguyen, Terri Hub-





ROW 1: William Rostron,
Pritesh Patel. ROW 2: Jerry
Rodbeck, Scott Taylor, Ja-
son Rudbeck, Bill Glenn,
Jeremy P. Rudbeck. ORGANIZATIONS






ROW 1: Tamieka Harris, Rev. E. Gaines, Othisha Boyd, April Bess, Carlos Parker, Katrice
Spurgeon, Deann Brown. ROW 2: Marcus Shaw, Joel Buckruyer, Ashley Hughes, Kia
Mungo, Ebony Durrah, Audrey White. ROW 3: Mathew Richardson, Charlisa Wolfe,
Jarred Walker, Kenya Kind, Taveres Bussey, Amanda Thompson, Julia Hill-Montgomery.
Mm
ORGANIZATIONS
ROW 1 : Kasey Cooper, Mary Margaret
Allgood, Jeff Fellers, Libby Howie, Sam
Parsons. ROW 2: Morgan Hutchinson,
Leah Thorstenson, Alex Allgood, Seth
Allen. ROW 3: Scott Durham, Justin




ROW 1: Brandon Richardson, Will Reinhardt,
Christie Mayo, Jana Moose, Jamie Chestek,
Melissa Hansen, Kathy Guthrie. ROW 2:
Jonathan Blanton, Joshua Mitchum, Amanda
Fulmer, Bill Bulkeley, Elizabeth Belser,
Meggan Pass, Libby Cash, Joy Ashford. ROW
3: Shawn Williamson, Sophia Johnson, Leslie
McClain, Claudia DiBiccari, Lucy Marlow,
Brittany Russ, Jena Wickman, Erin Brearley,
Anna Bagwell, Jenny Gammon. ROW 4: Sven
Samoska, Addie Fogel, Katrin Freese, Derrick
Phillips, Ryan Crowe, Katie White, Janea
Jenkins, Melissa Austin.
ROW 1: Addie Fogel, Vice President; Christie
Mayo,Secretary. ROW 2: Jonathan Blanton,
Treasurer; Shawn Williamson , President; Will
Reinhardt, Marshal.
~ classic photography
ROW 1: Shannon Myers, Michelle Rupert, Jill Poston,
Carrie Turner, Emily Steiger, Lauren Klocko, Dia
Metroplis, Lisa Ruppert, Jen Hlavenka, Kelly Smith,
Meredith Huffman, Gregory Caleca. ROW 2: Hilary
Johnson, Mairin Miller, Mike Zamibito, Michelle Oakes,
Sarah Donald, Kathy Benedict, Christy Bratton, Jenni-
fer Kauffman, Shelley Dearhaft, Carrie Kerechanin,
Laura Allen, Katie Keith. ROW 3: Lee Lineberry, Lind-
say Anne Thompson, Gavin Wiggins, Tim Lealey,
Richard Parker, Ciro Piccirillo, Matt Tedder, Devin
Cassidy, Adam Schreiber, Christopher Martin, Justin
Cameron, Kevin Mulvaney, Susan Graham, Jonathan
Tribo, Mark Thompson. ROW 4: Jeff Matz, Christina
Baldwin, Charles Rainey, George Stoller, Adam Gnatt,
Karl Peepers, Jason Condrasky, Chris Pennal, Mike
Rush, Bryan Gaidanowiez, Andrew Aleshire, Ryan
Higgens, Anne Wyrsch, Jessica Grisby, Bethany
Stockham, Matt Crisler, Jeff Morrical. ROW 5: Todd
Luken, Wilson Carey, Bret Davis Miles, Rodger Willis,
Brian Henson, Bryan Buckley, Mark Fitzsimmons,
Robert Loeven, Jeb Beasley, Bob Bealy.
ORGANIZATIONS
ROW 1: LatriceM. Lifcridge, Cindy Hampton, Carrie A. Hendrix, DesreeS. Wright, Sialic
O. Gordon, Kivi D. Dennis. ROW 2: Eric Miller, Sean Glenn, W.J. Williams, Krystal I fen is,
Lisa Aiken, Kareem Graham, Lea Benson -Advisor. ROW 3: Nathaniel Digani III, Nicholas






LOW 1: Jason Dunham, Vicky Settar, Mike Flahive, Lauren Waesche, Adam Bairer, Corey
IcClelland. ROW 2: Gene Stuart, Tome Hashem, Derek Casavant, Tracy Lyda, Yasuyaki







ROW 1: Jon Ghimbovsehi, Jeff Potter, Phillip Wells, Corinna Wells, Carmen [urner,
Gretchen Thunell. ROW 2: I^achel Ferner, Tom Epton, LeeAnne Sieck, Robyn Bushee.
ROW l:RohiniBhargava,Adrienne Park, Sarah Bankers, Christy Famine, Tibb\ Mel endon.






ROW 1 : Jenny Tortora, Rachel Ferner, Megan Coons, Nathan Wilker (laying down), Alison
Alewine, Laura Bedenbaugh. ROW 2: Laura Durham, Ashley Gatlin, Linday Houck, Susan
Perrone, Rachel Hafer, Aimee Hamburger, Kate Schreiter. ROW 3: Brandon Fralix, Matt
Craps, Rachel Evans, Pamela Grooms, Audrey Shippey, Chris Heaumer. ROW 4: Michael
Nolan, Jamie Church, Wayne Watson, Philip Wells, Edward Carnes, Ken Cothran, Jason
Rose, Ryan Lyles, Jeff McMeaw, Matt Ciuca, Allen Shirley.
ROW 1 : Tiffany McClinton (Advisor), Kimberly G. Green (President), Lakeisia Mcfadden,
Portia Cohens, Lucinda Vereen, Cassy Pugh. ROW 2: Curtis White (Advisor), Timothy
Wesley, Andrea Smith, Sophia Johnson, Michele Elliott. ROW 3: Chasity Prince, Maurice















ROW 1: Scott Mirabile, Steph Warshaw, Joe Noto, Rob Isenhower, Adrienne Langbauer, Juliet
Galton, Quven B. Nauven. ROW 2: Hanan Trotman, Angela Ward, Ayoka Olatundun, Malissa
Falzetta, Kat Willet, Kristina Singletary, Marcie Dorlon, Kristen Michael. ROW 3: Dr. Patti
Connor-Greene (Advisor), Kristy Grafton, Katie Conard, Dawn Anders, Brennan McDowell,








ROW 1: Ellen Carv, Maghen Stubbs,
Kate Nickless, Abbie Derrick. ROW 2:
Hope Dangerfield, Rachel Shainfeld,
Shawna Robidoux. ROW 3: Dr. Hale)






Will Spink, Assistant News I ditor; [ason Zavs islak,
l ayoul c oordinator; Vdora ( heung, News I ditoi
IU I OW:
Allison Bruce, l ditorial l ditor; lonathan ( ioforth,
Assistant Web I ditor Not Pi< hired Uistair Nu ol, Web
I ditor.
BELOW I II I











Eric Stone, Layout Coordinator; Rick 1 en eda) . Senior
Staff Writer; Bo Gillooly, Assistant Sports Editor; Holli
Armstrong, Sports Editor.
LEFT:
Shobhana Kirtane, Layout Coordinator; Carolyn Lemere,
Timeout Editor; Renee Riley, Somor Staff Writer. Not







1 : Misty Mohr, Amy Birch, Renee Zion, Karen Graczyk, Marianna
Demori, Jill Marklin, Teresa Jones, Amii Corbisero, Michelle Chang.
ROW 2: AshJiegh Owen, Emily Lawrimore, Deanna Chambers, Melanie
Pulver, Stephanie Black, Jessica Schappell, Lindsay Hyma, Victeka
Howell, Mary Catherine Crews, Ashley Anderson. ROW 3: Adam
Crowe, Laura Liptak, Kristen Hodgkins, Camilla Jones, Meri Taylor,
Meg Apple, Lara Clemons, Brooke Russo, Britt Cooper, Chris Dunmyer,
Vanessa Ciaccio. ROW 4: Mac McGregor, Hayes Jones, Dallas Glass,
Beth Davis, Megan Chaplin, Ty Reagan, Blakely White, Erin Hines,
Brittany Wright, Adam Witty.
ORGANIZATIONS
T4PS
ROW1: Katherine Johnson, Alberto Camacho, Lee Mckie. ROW 2: Kim
Kisco, Bryn Smith. ROW 3: Jacqueline Wood, Erin Hines, Laura Reeves,
Kaneesha Brownlee, Drew France, Amanda Caldwell, Rohini Bhargava.
ROW 4: Emily Reeves, Chris Ogles, Dionna Hendrix, Valerie Martin.
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ORGANIZATIONS
ROW I: Kaneesha Brownlee,Photo Editor. ROW 2: AlbertoCamacho, ComputerManager; Bryn Smith,! ditor-in-< hief;Drev\
France, Copy Editor; Laura Reeves, Greeks and Organizations Editor; Rohini Bharga\ a, Office Manager R< >W 3 \manda
Caldwell, Copy Editor.ROW 4: Dionna Hendrix, Design Editor; Valerie Martin, Advertising and Portraits I ditor; I ee M< ku-
Business Editor
Junior Staff: Katherine Johnson, Kim Kisco, Lindsey Mathis,
Chris Ogles, Emily Reeves, Jamie Rivers, Jessica Schappell, Josh
Shea, Travis Spain, Jacqueline Wood. Not Pictured: Stephen

















ich, Clary Brown, Melanie Howell, Brad Watson, Blair Dobson, Todd
nforth, Brian Harvel, MattWatson, Sara Trickery, Willie Nixon, Mike Fitzpatrick,
igue Carrick, Daniel Higginbotham, Drew Niederriter, Melanie Pulver, Collen Reedy, Drew Blass,
'
? Euland, Beth Davis, Trey DesChamps, Manning Hanser, Ryan Oates, Fletcher
R *- ; ttaine Hinkson, Courtney Fajen, Kert Summer, Gene Aiken, CJ Kearney,
_ _._iklin Davis, Chris Hogue, David Orr, Laura Ardrey, David Dickerson, David
Mike Stadniskv, Mitchell Herbert, Ryan Soloman, Mark Mead, Erin Hines, Stephen Aaron, Matt

















ROW 1: Tega McKinney, Damarcus Sullivan, Michele Heyward,
Shawntara Goven, Natasha Boyd, LaShonda Cureton. ROW 2:
Aaron Shiver, Roger R. Grey, Lisa Aiken, Lance Howard, Aja
Reeves. ROW 3: Jared Cammon, Justin Gentles, Nicole Thrower,
Christie Dyson, Jerald Cranny. ROW 4: Nicholas Dyson, Nicole
T. Johnson, Pamela Oree, Carla Perkins. ROW 5: Rico Burch, Eric
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1978 - The world was introduced to Kate
1982 - Death Valley she came to view
1997 - To Clemson again she has driven
2001 - Mechanical Engineer she has become
Destiny orfate? We'll surely never know
But to the world of workingfolk,
Now Kate can say hello!
CONGRATULATIONS!






I rom Preschool to High school
to Clemson, You've danced your way
through life and into our hearts.
I rom High School to UDA All Star to
Clemson Rally Cats, you've worked hard
and from three different squads
have been Honored with
"the most dedit ated dam er" award.
I rom Dance Class to Math Class to all
Academii s, you've stayed I oi used
And done your best.
As we Celebrate your Graduation from







You have grown into a beautiful and charm-
ing young lady. We thank God every day
for the joy you bring to us. Your life will be
so exciting, and we are very happy for you
and so proud of all that you have done.
My Little Sister,
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made it! We are so proud of you!
I know it has been a long and hard
road, and there have been many
obstacles, but you have persevered
and done well. We wish you the
best and God's guidance as you
face the decisions ahead. We love
you very much and look forward
to you entering this new phase of







You are very special to us. We are proud of all
that you have accomplished over the years. Your
concern and compassion you have shown towards
others will be a great asset. Your good character
will sustain you in any obstacles you encounter.
Congratulations on your graduation from Clem-
son. May God guide you in all your decisions.
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1 With a foievci Love.
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May you keep your determination to succeed
while you reach for your dreams.
Never forget how much we love you and how



















The power to simplify
Offering wireless, paging, residential and business long distance.
1016 Woods Crossing Road, Greenville, SC
(800) 849-8736 or (864) 234-6000
Please visit our Web site to learn about our current
employment opportunities and apply online.
www. alltel. com/careers







For information about joining our team
of dedicated professionals, contact:
Susan Ciofani, Human Resources Director
The Carolina Center for Behavioral Health
Greer, South Carolina 29650





Opportunity may be closer
www.oconeememorial.org
Over 21 specialty areas. Competitive salaries and benefits.
Flexible hours. Advancement opportunities. ..all 15 minutes
from Clemson.
We're Oconee Memorial Hospital, and more
and more people are learning that they can
stay in the local area to receive quality, high-
tech medical care Why go anywhere
else?






We're on a mission. Join Us
Bon Secours St. Francis Health System has a rich tradition of spiritually based care,
backed by the latest technology and treatment modalities. We are looking for qualified
professionals to help bring our mission of quality health care to the community.
Come be a part of us, a very caring and compassionate health care system located
in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains in Greenville, South Carolina.
St. Francis has competitive wages and a very attractive benefit package. Greenville offers
business, outdoor & cultural interests for every lifestyle. All shifts are available as well as
full-time, part-time or PRN status. Qualified individuals are encouraged to apply.
Resumes may be submitted in confidence to:
Phyllis Long, Human Resources Recruiter
Bon Secours St. Francis Health System
1 St. Francis Drive, Greenville, SC 29601
PHONE: (864) 255-1844 • FAX: (864) 255-1013
E-MAIL: plong@stfrancishealth.org
Applications are also accepted on the web at
www.stfrancishealth.org IK s
BON SECOURS







Headed for a future in the high-demand healthcare
industry? Discover the professional advantages of
Tuomey Regional Medical Center—and the great
lifestyle of our Sumter County, South Carolina
location.
For your off-hours: terrific opportunities for camping,
hiking, and other recreational activities.
For your career: an atmosphere of growth and
cutting-edge technology that's unmatched anywhere
that has earned JCAHO accreditation with commenda-
innovation in more than 30 areas of expertise in nursing
else. A 266-bed regional medical center
tions, we provide quality healthcare and
or allied health and support.
Tuomey Healthcare System offers continuing educational assistance to keep you abreast of the
latest innovations... highly competitive salaries... generous benefits...and the stability of a
successful, responsive organization.
To join us, please send your resume to: ^
TUOMEY HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
Attn: Human Resources Department
129 North Washington Street
Sumter, SC 29150
Ph: (803) 778-8760 or Fax: (803)778-9494








We are a leading supplier of components for cell
phones, laptop computers and desktop workstations.
Our components make possible computerized
functions in automobiles, pacemakers, hearing
aids and space vehicles. With the demand for
>ur products continually increasing, we are in
an excellent position to offer industry
professionals exciting career opportunities
it our Corporate Headquarters, here in
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina.
FOR FUTURE
OPPORTUNITIES
Send vour resume to: Denny Overfield,
P.O. Box 867, Myrtle Beach, SC 29578.
Fax: 843-448-7662 • E-mail: doverfield@avxus.com
For more information on this and other positions available,
see our web site on-line at avxcorp.com
/M>X CORPORATION
A KY0CERA GROUP COMPANY
jal opportunity employer
Get in on the excitement
Come join our professional patient care team in Augusta. Georgia
Doctors Hospital is recognized in the Top 1 00 Hospitals in
the nation. We are dedicated to excellent patient care and
stand by our employees. Doctors Hospital is licensed for 354
beds and offers Critical Care. Telemetry. Level II Nursery,
Women's Center, Pediatrics. Medical and Surgical specialties
and has the largest Burn Center in the southeast.
If you like to golf this is the location for you. Augusta
is just a few hours from Atlanta and the mountains and 3
hours from the beach. We are honored to hire new graduates
with new ideas and bright smiling faces.




Director of Human Resources








AnMed Health is a progressive Upstate South Carolina
healthcare system that offers nurses an opportunity to
practice in a variety of settings.
Based in Anderson and serving residents in an eight-
county region, the AnMed provider network includes
the state's 5th largest hospital, a comprehensive home
care service, a state-of-the-art outpatient health campus
and a network of community health centers.
AnMed offers competitive salaries, flexible staffing
options and an excellent benefits package, as well as
opportunities for continuing education at nearby
Clemson University.
Easy to get to mountains and lakes, a comfortable
climate and an affordable cost of living make Anderson
a great place to call home.
For consideration, contact or send resume to:
Stephanie West, Nursing Recruitment
Anderson Area Medical Center, 800 North Fant Street







loin Spartanburg Regional I lealthcare System in sunny Spartanburg, SC As one ol
the top employers in Spartanburg County with over 4000 employees, Spartanburg
Regional is located only three hours from the sunny beaches of the Carolina s
and one hour from the sloping mountains. In a beautiful community characterized
by mild temperatures, tranquil surroundings and friendly people, we are sure
you will find happiness here.
We offer significant opportunities for professional growth; competitive salaries;
outstanding benefits, including health and dental insurance, a Paid-Time-Ofl
program, child development center, retirement, home-owners insurance, auto in-
surance and much more.
For more information, contact:
Personnel Services • Spartanburg Regional Healthcare System
101 E. Wood Street • Spartanburg, SC 29303
(800) 288-7762 • (864) 560-6387 • Fax (864) 560-7328
'SPARTANBURG
1 Regional Healthcare System
452
ADVERTISING
Jl you want in
areer & A Community
Greenville Hospital System & Greenville,
South Carolina — continually reaching lor
the best — can lead you right to Greenville
Hospital System, South Carolina's largest
and most comprehensive health system.
Located in the scenic foothills of the Blue
Ridge Mountains between Charlotte and
Atlanta, we serve upstate South Carolina
with:
• A progressive regional medical,
teaching and research hospital




• Behavioral Health Hospital
• Cancer Center
Through the talents ol more than 7,000
employees, we share a single mission —
to improve the health ol the people in our
.
Join our progressive team.
Greenville Hospital System
Career opportunities are available in Allied
Health, Clerical, Information Services,
Nursing. Nursing Management. Patient
Care Support, Professional, and Service
Greenville, South Carolina, has a
small-town teel and big city amenities
This Is one ol the nation's fastest growing
areas, ranked as a best place to live and
work in America. Affordable housing,
nationally recognized schools and mild
climate attract people who want to get the
most from their career and their
community.
For consideration, send resume to:
Greenville Hospital System. Employment
Department, 701 Grove Road, Greenville.




More Choices. Better Choices.
At Colleton Medical Center, a 1 3 1 -bed facility, the latest in health care
technologies meets with one of the oldest philosophies - providing a warm,
caring environment for our patients and our team. If you're looking for it
all, your're getting warmer with Colleton
Med/Surg OR




Colleton Medical Center offers competitive salanes and comprehensive
benefits. To learn more, experienced professionals should forward resumes
to Colleton Medical Center, Human Resources Department,
501 Robertson Blvd.. Walterboro, SC 29488. (843) 549-0631.






From our proven approach lo care to our competi! ve benelits package ana
innovative training methods, one thing is clear Piedmont understands what it takes
to succeed in today s r-ea thcare climate Our 268 bed acute care facility s located
just 20 minutes south of exciting Charlotte, Nortt
Piedmont is working to be your Employer of Choice!
Here are just a tew things we've enhanced just this year:
• More Employee Recognition tr- acknowledge your • <;vebeen
spotted" and "Cusiomer Star Awards'
• Tuition Reimbursement- jp to $3,500/ year paid direct to the school
• Enhanced Benefits thai start on the 31st day ot employment
• More Cash-plus Paid Time Oft (now 10% ol hours worked 1 )
• More Money with increased pay rates, shift ditterentials, and call pay
• Growth New $34 Million Women's Center to open April 2002
• Online Education through edu coming next spring! Call tor details
Nursing:
• 53,000 New Grad RN Sign-on Bonus
• Wireless phones lo r ail nurses while on duty
• Nursing Units Cath Lab, CV ICU. CVTele. Emergency. Endoscopy. ICU/CCU,
L&D, Med/Surg Oncology. Med/Surg Orthopedics. Observation. Out Patient
Surgery, PACU. Pediatrics. PCU. Psychiatry. Surgery, and Women's Med/Surg
Healthcare Opportunities:
Radiologic Tech. CT Tech. Surgical Tech, CVT Tech. Respiratory Therapist. Vascular
Ultrasound Tech. Sterile Processing Tech, Nurse Tech, Pharmacist. Me)'
EMT/Paramedic, Phlebotomist. HIM Coder, Admitting Rep. Unil Secretary Call for deta ll
At Piedmont, we know our employees are the key to our success!
Piedmont Healthcare System. HR Rccniiict.
1711 Frank Gd«on Blvd. Rtxkll.ll.SC 29732.
Fix (803)9X5-4658; Ph if (856) 818-1180








Gelling bener every day
At Springs Memorial, wc arc sure you'll find just what you
are looking for. We have a dedicated nursing staff in a warm
friendly environment, offering all the benefits of big city
hospital in a small town atmosphere.
Wc offer excellent opportunities for nurses in
any stage of their career. At SMH, you'll find:
• Competitive wages
• Excellent benefits
• Team approach to nursing
• Convenient 8-hour shifts
• Premium Pay Shifts for med/surg units
• Preceptor Program (with compensation)
• Continuing education assistance
• Employee Assistance Program
•401-K
Call today to find out more about being a part of our family!

















21 Laredo Drive • Scottdale, Georgia 30079 • USA
404-294-5272 • Fax: 404-296-5165
www.gaduck.com
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
ST. MARY'S
HEALTH CARE SYSTEM
It feels better here!
Official Health Care Provider for the






It feels better here.
REGISTERED NURSES
$4,000 sign-on bonus for regular
full and part time positions














New competitive PRN rates
Contact Human Resources at (706) 354-3195 or f„ v




JOSEPH L. PARISI, M.D., F.R.C.S.C, F.A.C.S.
SCOTT C. MASSIOS, M.D.
LASIK (Laser Vision Surgery)
Occuloplastic Eye Surgery (Brows/Lids)
Complete Eye Exams • Optical Shop • Designer Frames
"Not to be Undersold" prices
931 Tiger Blvd. (behind Wachovia bank)
Office: 864-654-6706 • Optical: 864-654-6914
www.clemsoneye.com
I
Beaufort + Growth = Opportunity
Beaufort is one of the fastest growing cities in the U.S. and Beaufort Memorial
Hospital is accommodating that growth with several clinical opportunities in
many areas of our hospital. Besides offering competitive salaries with opportu-
nity to advance, we offer an attractive benefits package that includes paid days
off, low cost dental/health insurance, participation in the State Retirement
Program, and a 40l(k) plan. We understand that quality of life is essential, so we
have created a flexible scheduling program. Full-time positions are currently
available in the following areas:
RNs & LPNs - ICU/PCU, MED/SURG
(new floor), TRANSITIONAL CARE, SURGICAL UNIT
MED/PED • IMAGING POSITIONS
LABORATORY POSITIONS • REHABILITATION POSITIONS
Rich in history and natural beauty, Beaufort County niters limitless opportunity tor sailing, fishing, biking, golf,
and a wide range of water sports. The southern charm of Beaufort and neighboring towns makes this one of the
nation's finest places to call home.
Check out our newly updated job site or find us on monster.com. Stop by and complete an application if you want
to be on a team that is committed to customer service and excellence, or send your resume to:
Human Resources Office, Beaufort Memorial Hospital, P.O. Box 1068
955 Ribaut Road, Beaufort, SC 29901-1068
www.bmhsc.org
Access our Job Line (843) 522-JOBS






If you chose a career in nursing,
it was because you care about
people. When looking for a place
to begin your career, consider
Upstate Carolina Medical Center
in Gaffney, S.C. We have set the
quality and caring standards for others to follow. For the past six
years, we've been accredited "with commendation" by JCAHO.
Nestled in South Carolina's peach country, Gaffney offers genuine
southern hospitality. It is easily accessible to larger metropolitan
areas via the 1-85 corridor. If you're looking for a challenge, room
to grow and a sense of worth, see what we have to offer.
To find out more about our career opportunities,
please call (864) 487-1502.







Joining The FA. Bartlctt Tree
Expert Company guarantees
you unlimited growth
potential, the use of cutting-
edge technology and
membership in one of the
most prestigious firms in
arboriculture.
At Bartlctt, we're not
just utilizing the latest
scientific advances in | /\rj
tree care we're pioneer
ing them. A career at
Bartlctt Tree Experts
affords you the stability of
working for one of the oldest
and most renowned companies "=
in the business.
Family-owned since 1907,
Bartlctt is experiencing rapid
growth and expansion We're
looking for the best and the
brightest Currently we have




Ie\as, (all forma, and
Arizona.
LETT






THE F.A. BARTLETT TREE EXPERT COMPANY
Carmen Berrios,





Scientific Tree Care Since 1907
www.bartlett.com
O C D D C D C
O C


















Scientific Research Corporation is an
advanced technology engineering firm
that was founded for the express purpose of
providing innovative concepts, technology, and
economic solutions for diverse government and
private industry problems The firm's projects and
products span a broad range of information systems,
communication systems, radar systems, and advanced
processing systems We are currently recruiting
professionals who seek a challenging career opportunity
with a dynamic company.
F3
For more Information check out our website
www.scires.com




Bank of America is nrOUCl
t0support the
Ciemson Taps
For your bonking needs, visit us at:
521 College Avenue






Bank ofAmerica, NA. Member FDIC.







SMI STEEL -- SOUTH CAROLINA
310 New State Road











































"Take a chance' All of life is a chance.
The man who goes furthest is generally
the one who is willing to do and dare.






745 Wade Hampton Blvd. Greer, SC
1-800-936-9090
www.dickbrookshonda.com









MAWA Thanks to theW^^^ University from
I11HK |)H|)BHS mac papers company
Phone: (864) 281-991 1
Fax: (864) 281-9763
www.macpapers.com















Summit At Cross Creek
2 & 3 BEDROOMS
BRAND NEW! • Professionally Managed
Vaulted Ceilings • Fireplaces (Optional) • Spacious Walk-In Closets
Garages • Storage Units • Pool, Tennis Court, Volleyball/Basketball Court
Exercise Room • Microwaves • Computer Conference Room
(864) 639-7416
Westminister Property Management
350 Cross Creek Road • Central, South Carolina 29630
(2 miles from Clemson University - CAT Shuttle Available)
IClassjcJn^-tography







(864) 882-3493 • Fax
www. classicphotoinc. com
^Burton ^Hroyer tics




105 Heritage Riverwood Drive
Central, South Carolina 29630
O UnitedRentals
We Deliver
America's Equipment Rental Leader
Everything for Contractors & Industry
(864)226-1200 - 800-277-0512
1724 Pearman Dairy Road • Anderson, SC 29625
Champions for life,
AnMed salutes the students, faculty and
administrators of Clemson University for
being "Champions for life" by generously
supporting the annual Clemson-SC Blood Drive
sponsored by the Alpha Phi Omega fraternity,





















West Columbia, SC 29170
803-822-5555 phone
803-822-5594 fax













Trie Seafood America Craves
3426 Clemson Blvd. • Anderson, SC 29621
(864) 224-8709 Fax: (864) 375-1382
One Of The STRONGEST BANKS
In America n Right Here m
South Carolina
Regions Bank





Pearce and Pearce, Inc.







































1 43 Scenic Plaza Dr.
West Union, SC
\ we love to see you smile™
^
LITHfi
405 N. llmerald Road • P O Drawer 1137
Greenwood, SC 29648
Phone (864) 223-83 1 1 • Fax: (864) 223-5 1 76
Toll-Free. 800-726-034 1 • Email salcs'<; dnnkard.com
URL: http://www dnnkard.com
Quality Printing in the Upstate since 1957











WIE WHOLESALE INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
KLOCKNER MOELLER
MICRO SWITCH IDEC BELDEN CABLE
ENTRELEC BALLUFF CCTV PANDUIT
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And as we continue on our
path, I will always remember
the times we spent together,
the laughter and the tears. I
will keep you with me al-
ways, for you helped make





"The future depends on what we do in the present" ^***
~ Ghandi
As part of the senior staff, we felt that some of us have taken ourselves way too seriously this year,
o make up for it, some of us have told futuristic stories, some of which include our dreams and aspirations.
Not all of our stories are to be taken to heart,
o look back on our time here at Clemson to remember the good times and the friends that we've made
Kaneesha Brownlee
I had a dream to become a photographer for
National Geographic Magazine. After my ex-
tensive portfolio was reviewed by the editor, I
was hired on the spot. During one ofmy photo
shoots, I ran into a big time director who got
me into acting and I won an Oscar aftermy first
film. I always wanted to give back to the people,
and I feel that I accomplished this through my
photographs and films.
Amanda Caldwell
After finally graduating, I followed my boy-
friend, Cletus Tallywag, to Colorado where he
convinced me to follow my dreams and be-
come a professional dancer. However, after
losing my leg in a skiing accident, I was forced
to earn money for my lazy boyfriend working
for the circus as a one-legged elephant rider. I
called on my old yearbook friend Alberto to
eliminate Cletus.
Alberto Camacho
My future plans began after joining a large law
firm in a major city, other than Atlanta. I married
the woman of my dreams and had two beautiful
children. I retired from the law firm to make my
real money in the Mafia, which paid for my man-




After graduation I started a
graphics company called Strip-
pers R' Us where I made my
first million, but I soon lost it
all after the government infil-
trated my organization and
turned it into an eye-patch fac-
tory. So I gave into my father,
better known as Chuckles of
Westchester, and became a
Mafia scout where I learned to
cook and obtained a patent for
my "thin-but deadly-mint
cookies." Then I married one
of my dad's hit men and took
all of his money (my second
million) because I'm a material
girl in a material world and if
you ain't got no money you
ain't getting no cookies.
~ Designing Editor
Drew France
After roping my Texas cowboy stud and convinc-
ing him to satisfy my child bearing habit, Boomer
(Cletus' brother) and I moved to Nashville so I
could become a famous country singer. But since I
couldn't dance and sing at the same time, I joined




I hope to make a difference in the world by making
a difference in the lives of the people I'm around
every day- Hopefully by sharing, spending time,
and just being nice, I can help make people's lives
a little easier and happier. My future plans involve
marrying Brian Peterson and one day starting a
family. I'm also in love with my major - geology,
but I'm uncertain how I'll contribute to the field.
~ Portraits/Advertising Editor
Laura Reeves
As I leave Clemson, I am saddened that my time in
this great place has already ended, but I am excited
about venturing down to MUSC and working hard
to get my Masters in Physical Therapy. I think my
future career will be challenging but rewarding
because of all the different people I will encounter.
If I could have one wish for my future, I would
hope to always be a positive force in the lives of my
patients and future family.
~ Greeks/Organizations Editor
Rohini Bhargava
My future plans included either getting my
masters degree or getting a job. I eventually
wanted to be with a company where I used
my engineering skills to make a significant
contribution to the company. I also hoped to
be happily married with a family.
Office Manager
Lee McKie
I completed my masters in Psychology. Mv
goal was to work mainly on research to de-
termine how different instances relate to de-
pression. I completed my studies on depres-
sion and Valentine's Day and wrote a New
York Tiling' best seller. On the side, I have my
practice where my clients are my old co-
workers from the 2001-2002 yearbook staff.
This gives me the opportunity to keep in




After graduating, I made it out
in the world of Advertising and
Marketing, where I found my
calling in an agency and eventu-
ally became president. I also
started a few side businesses, I
created music album graphics
which were a giant leap towards
the marketing of albums. After
getting into the music business I
took on a new venture and be-
came a manager. I introduced
Drew as a rodeo riding country
singer with Amanda as the one
legged backup dancer. Those
were some great times. In my
free time, I spent the weekends
coaching a youth basketball team
and taking care of my children.
Because of my many business
ventures I had the opportunity











I'd like to be a bi
Molly Felde
want to make a
design. Many people \
superficial. If you desig
and famous then you havcui^ 10
small part of society and not the




fter graduating with a masters in Chemical
igineering, I want to live my life to the fullest,
un a photographer for TAPS. I enjoy spending
y time with my girlfriend who is also on staff.
Jaime Rivers
I am a Agricultural Economics major from the
McBee/Hartsville area of South Carolina. Hope-
fully, one day I'll become a top company execu-
tive. In the meantime, I enjoy hanging out with
my roommates and boyfriend and driving my
Silverado truck.
Stephanie Hughes
Majoring in Mechanical Engineering,
I hope to attend graduate school for
biomedical engineering. As for a ca-
reer, I'd like to eventually design or-
thopedic implants. Hopefully, I'll be
able to travel around the world or
study abroad for a semester. I would
like to be able to see the world before
I graduate.
indsey Mathis
am from Greer, SC. I love going to the beach
id the lake in the summer. I like to play tennis,
ater ski, and I also enjoy photography. At
ilemson, Iam involved with FCA, besidesTAPS,
plan to graduate Clemson with a degree in
larketing.
Jessica Schappell
As an active student in Clemson University, I ai
Vice President Training and Recruitment of the
CU Guide Association and a sister of Gamma
Sigma Sigma Nation- 1 '
Technical Marketing ..,
area in Biological ScienL
.
come a top employee of a
|
pany. I love to go hikii
Katherine Johnson
Being a Psychology major with a minor in Health Sci-
ence, I plan on going to graduate school to become a
lily therapist. I hope that I can improve family rela-
tions by helping parents take responsibility for their
families. It seems, today, the importance of tf
rrrmo and js placed more on the
'
vena few people, then I'll ha* ,Q
i this world.
Jacqueline Wood
I am a third generation Clemson stu-
dent. After I graduate in 2004 with a
minor in Chemistry, I would like to
go on to study at MUSC or attend
another graduate school. After I con-
clude my schooling, I would like to






Si JUtrtterjrvTit -tLc 'Editor
I "Vear Clemson family, I would like to say wh.it an
I lhonor it was to be the editor oi the 2002 Taps
1—^ yearbook. I learned a great deal from my fellow
o-workers on the staff, as well as from the members o\ the
ther media groups here at Clemson. I chose the theme
\eyondHorizons for this year's book, because I felt thatover
iy years here I have done what I wanted to do. I have been
part of the Clemson family, and to me, in a small way, I
ave left my mark. I went beyond what was expected of
rie and survived. At the time, what seemed to be my
iggest challenges, college and this year-
ook, are at last behind me. I look toward
omorrow as the dawn brings a new adven-
ure into my life. I know we will always
ok back at our time here at Clemson and
member the friendships that were made
nd broken, the mentors who guided us,
nd of course the first love. All of these
xperiences, good and bad, have made us
tronger people. Some of us have com-
peted college, and now we will tackle the
vorld. We will be looking to make this
^orld a better place, especially after the 9-?ri/K *Pi'f)Vtf)UV ^Uf i-hiA or(^er - Keep up the good work. Don't de
vents of this past year. J/ pend on the fact that I'll need you as m\
Editor-in-Chief
P^
"la nra and Valerie- lappre< iated all your help and I thank
you for staying on staff after you had completed your
book. All those late nights up in the officewatchingmovies
and eating icecream while finishing up the deadlines \\ ere
"themost fun." Val- Congrats& goodluc k u ith the ei
ment. ['11be waiting to seeyou inNG:)l aura- hanging oul
in New Orleans .\nd NY was a blast, good lu< k ai Ml S(
*Alberto - Your humor and enthusiasm brought us laugh-
ter as we worked all those late nights. The chocolate elves
will miss you! *Amanda and Drew - C lood Ilk k w ith next
year'sbook, Ihopel prepared you tor what
will come. Don't forget to send me a copy:)
*Dionna - Keep designing, I would like to
see your name on some big magazine m
the future as the designer:)
*Kaneesha - Thanks for looking out tor my
sanity and keeping me fairly calm during
deadlines. I hope all goes well next year
with the photo staff. Work on that Oscar
and NationalGeographicMagazine:) I )on't
forget to get some sleep!
yLee - Thanks for keeping the business in
was greatly affected, at least in my own
^ay, by the events of 9-11-2001. Exactly
ne month prior to the events, I had been
working only a few blocks away from the
VTC in NYC. The pain of my heart break-
rig was excruciating, as I watched from
•ver 800 miles away on television, what
^as known in my heart as my home, fall
nd crumble to the ground and the fear of
ay family members and childhood friends
wandering the city streets below. I couldn't
tave made it through the semester without
he help frommy friends and family. As the
ear comes to an end, I hope that I have
Duched your hearts and have made this book everything
ou could expect from your fellow students hard at work
light after night. I would like to now thank my staff and all
hose who had a hand in this book, for I would never be
ble to complete this alone. Thank you everyone for all
pur time and effort. I'll miss you all:) *Claude - How
lould I have done this without you? Thank you so much
|Dr keeping me in line.
IWhirney - Thanks for the guidance and the friendship.
II make thatpsychiatrist, I don't think
much money:)
*Rohini - Thanks for keeping up the oiiicv
work. Good luck after graduation!
^Junior Staff - There are too many of you to
address individually, but I wish you the
best of luck in your future. 1 hope you ha\ e
gotten something from your experience on
the staff and hope you will continue to be a
part ofClemsonhistory foryourremaining
years in college.
*WSBF - There's nothing like being in the
office working and listening to the radio
shows at all hours. *The TIGER - 1 appreci-
ated being the first person, who w asn't on your staff, who
got to read the paper on Friday mornings when the) got
delivered. It was a great break from our all [lighters.
^Semantics - Thanks for allowing me to be a part oi your
magazine, keep up the good work. *CCN - Keep up the
programming, you'll get it eventually.
Take all of your experience and share it with the world.
Make a difference in people's lives and don't forget to
SMILE:)
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their lives and sobe-
gins another. For the
Freshman another
door has opened for




is the moment to
truly take in all that
we have learned
and all we have




for years down the
road. Standing tall
and proud Clem-
son, we will con-
tinue to make our
mark. Every time
the sun sets, we
know we strived to
be our best. The day
might be over, but
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The 92nd volume of TAPS has a 9 x 12 trim size and contains a total of 496 pages in addition to the World Beat feature.
The paper used was 80 pound Quintessence manufactured by Northwest Paper Company. The price of each book was
$40, and 3600 copies were printed.
Production
This edition of TAPS was created using seven computers: three Power Macintosh G3's, one Power Macintosh G4, one
Power Macintosh 7300 and 7500, and a Workgroup Server 9650/233. Page layouts were developed using Adobe
PageMaker 6.5; the graphic images were produced using Adobe PhotoShop 5.0; and images were captured using a
Nikon Super Coolscan 4000 negative scanner, a Nikon LS-2000 negative scanner, and a Umax Astra 1220S flat bed
scanner. Adobe Illustrator 8.0 was used to produce the folio art and conformed typed. A Hewlett Packard LaserJet
4000N produced proofing pages prior to printing. Pages were submitted via CD.
Cover/Endsheets
The cover was designed by Editor-in-Chief, Bryn Smith, with the assistance from Jostens
artist. The craftline cover was made of 150 pound board weight with a French Straight grain.
The cover's color was 511 matte blue and selected images were embossed and foil stamped
using Fiery Amber 368 foil. A custom craft four color tipon was also placed on the cover.
Endsheets were made of gloss 304 (front) with process type C color and blue stone 300 (back)
with black 395.
Type
Type varied throughout the book, but Palatino was the predominant font. Type size for
body copy was 12 point, captions were 8 point, and photo credits were 6 point.
Printing
Jostens of Winston-Salem, N.C. was the printer for the 92nd volume of TAPS.
Claude Saleeby of Spartanburg, S.C. was the company representative. Kristin
Ellerbe was the senior customer service representative in the plant.
Studio Photography
Classic Photography was contracted to take the group pictures.
McGrath Studios, Inc. was contracted to photograph the student body.
Jostens
2505 Empire Drive
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27113
Classic Photography
930 East North First Street
Seneca, South Carolina 29678
McGrath Studios, Inc.
Route 101 Post Office Box 621
Marlborough, New Hampshire 13455
Advertising
Advertising was sold by Scholastic Advertising.
Scholastic Advertising
670 Exchange Place, Suite C
Lilburn, Georgia 30047
Photography
Except where noted, TAPS staff members took all pictures in the book. Nikon and
Canon cameras were used. Color negatives were the main source for scanning
images. The film was primarily developed by Ritz Camera in Anderson, S.C.
No portion of this book may be reproduced, published, or used in promotion without the written permission of
one of the Editors, Editor-in-Chief, or the Media Advisor. The contents of this book do not necessarily reflect the
views of Clemson University. Any questions or requests should be directed to the staff.
496
TAPS
315 Hendrix Student Center
Clemson, South Carolina 29634
Phone: 864-656-8277
E-mail: taps@clemson.edu
COLOPHON




